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The Cfli~IP~lirn (United Kingdom): I declare open ~he sixty-sixth plenary 

meeting of the Conference of the Eighteen Nation Committee on Disarmament. 

Mr. DEAN (United States of J:..merica): I know that the members of this 

Committee are vitally interested in the discussions in which I have participated 

during the past week in Washington concerning the question of a nuclear test ban 

treaty, and in the decisions on that subject that have been reached by my Governmen~ 

and announced by President Kennedy at his press conference on 1 Lugust. I have read 

in the verbatim records with great interest the statements and suggestions relating 

to this question that have been made here in Geneva by various members of this 

Committee during the past week, all of which underline the need to a)proach agree

ment as soon as possible on the banning of all nuclear tests in all environments for 

all time. My delegation will spare no effort to bring that about. 7he large 

atmos2heric tesi yesterday by the Soviet Union underlines, I believe, the extreme 

urgency of our aclrieving a comprehensive test ban treaty banning all nuclear tests 

in all environments. 

Yesterday I had an informal and useful discussion wi-'iih Mr. Zorin, and I plan 

to meet him again today. I believe that at the present time the best ,r,ay to further 

our efforts to reach agreement on the nuclear test ban treaty would be to continue 

those informal discussions, at least for a day or so. ~Te shall of course report to 

this Conwittee on tae results of our discussions at the earliest appropriate time, 

which "Wlill probably be early next week, but at present I believe one can assume that 

there will ba a meeting of the Sub-Committee on a nuclear test ban treaty before the 

end of this weel;:.. That is all I have to say this morning on that urgent matter, and 

I should now like to turn to the general subject of disarmament and to discuss further 

some of the provisions in our draft outline of a trtJaty (ENDC/30). 

In keeping with my delegation's statement on 1 August (ENDC/PV.64, p.39), I 

should like this morning to consider the very important problem of production of 

arm~1ents. The United States attaches great importance to restricting production 

early in a disarmament agreement. We believe that measures limiting the production 

of armaments are: among the most important of the disarmament measures that should be 

agreed to by the ·United States, the Soviet Union and o thor countries. ·we have no 

doubt t~at the Soviet Union agrees with this contention. 
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The question. of production co·v-er.s two aspects of the arras race. First, it 

involves the quantity of weapons that can be added to the arsenals of a state; 

clearly, a treaty on general and complete disarmament must not permit a party to 

the agreement to increase, in stage I, the quantity of armaments possessed by it. 

Secondly, it involves the quality of weapons produced. r.:y Government llcd pointed out 

that the major Po1'rcrs are engaged at least as much in a qualitative as in a 

quantitative arms race. Both the United States and t~e Soviet Union, as well as 

other countries, ~reexpending large resources, materiel and human, to increase the 

lethal effectiveness of the wea:pons produced. 

Both these arms races must be stopJ?ed. Ey Governmen ... il t s proposals on production 

deal with stopping both the quantitative and the quali~ative arms races in which we 

no,·r regrettably find ourselves. The problem of produc·tion is directly related to -the 

question of maintaining agreed levels of armamen-ts at various steps and stages of the 

treaty. Another closely lia~ed problem is the question of verification. The pro

posal on the production of o,rmaments in the United States draft treaty outline is 

quite detailed and nas not so far been sufficiently discussed in this Committee. It 

would be useful, therefore, as an introduction to my statement this morning to set 

forth in brief the essence of the United States ~roposal. 

On page 6 of docmnent E}TDC/30 7 under topic 3, section A, iUNnamonts, the United 

s-'vates trec.ty ou:0line provides tho.t production of all armaments listed in the ten 

specified categories of stcge I would be limited to agreed allowances during stage I, 

and by the begi1Lning of stage II all production would be halted except for production 

wit~in agreed llinits of pa~ts ~or maintenance of the agreed retaine2 armamentse Only 

linitod production within each of the ten categories would be permit-bod in stage I, 

but ·;;rith the proviso that a.ny arr:1aments r>ro"duced within a category would be compen

sa:~od for by an additional n.1~moment destroyed within that cntegory, to o.~he end that 

aereoa levels of annamonts in each category would not be exceeded at any time. 

In an offor.~o -'vo ensure that all parties to the trco/vy comply '\ri·th its spirit 

~~d refrain from ~reducing increasingly larger or more deadly wea2ons of mass 

destruction during stage I, the United States plnn proposes an additional, 

res·~rictive cri-'c,erion, called "destructivG capability". ~:,at cri.~.:.crion would be 

applied to production of armaments during stage I. Tho United States plan proposes 

that the total des-'tiructive capability of tho armaiJen·~s in categories (1) and (2) 

(~_!:>_i~., pp. 4 a.nd 5) in stage I should not exceed through production vr~1at it would 
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have been at the end of stage I if production had not taken place. ~hat would mea~, 

of course,- that no State· would be ·able through the produc-tion allovred it during ihe 

firs-t ·stage to increase the destructive capability of its weapons while at the same 

time UJ.J.dertaking the .net 30 pe-r cent r.eduction provided. for in the United states 

plan. rn·effect, each State would have to ensur~ that in the two specified categories 

it also reduced the total destructive capability of its armaments in proportion to 

the actual reduction in numbers over the steps of the first stage. 

The United States outline treaty proposal.therefore applies two related criteria 

to the limitation of the production of armaments in categories (1) and (2) during 

the first s·t.age; first: the total number of armaments in each. category wo~ld have to 

be reduced by 30 per cent, and the .resulting number could not be changed by production; 

and, secondly, the total destructive capability of the armaments in each category would 

also have to be reduced by 30 per cent as a consequence of the reduction in numbers: 

and that reduction could not be changed through production .during s-l:,age I. 

On page 21 of document ~JDC/30 1 topic 4, section.A, Armaments, the United states 

treaty outline specifies that during stage II the parties to the treaty would ~alt 

the pro·duction of armaments in specified categories, except for production wii;.hin 

·agreed limits of parts required for maintenance of_·the agreed~retai~ed armaraents. In 

addition, the parties to the treaty would halt development and testing of new types 

of armaments. 

Finally, in stage III, as set f·ort.h on pa.ge 28 of document :EITX/30, topic 3, 

section A, Armaments: the parties to the treaty would halt.all applied research, 

development, production and .Jere sting·. of armaments, and woul~ cause to be dismantled 

or converted to peac.eful ~ses all faci]..i,ties· for such :;_Jurposes. This final prohibi

tion is su.bject, of course, .-t,o ag:L'"e·ec __ arl-~~nge111ents in support of national forces 

necessary to mainta.iri internal order., ... an.d. -bo .. agreed arrangements in support of the 

United ·Nation-s peace force. 

This resume of my Government Is proposal for both limiting and halting the pro

duction-of armaments.during the time. of the treaty reflec~s the most considered 

judgment .and·logical assessment of Qxisting.and realistic conditions which were 

obtainable at·the time the United States draft treaty outline was presented to this 

Committee in April of this year~ The United States proposal, including our provision 

on production, is one of the most 0ompreh9nsive and specific series of proposals on 

disarmament ever put forward~ 
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tly Government has been, and is, engaged in a careful review of all the United 

Sta~es_proposals and those of the other members of this Conference, in a serious 

endeavour to find new ways of moving our negotiations closer to agr~ement. This 

morning I wish to present some important additions and changes to the proposals 

.the United States has alre~ made on production. Those additions and changes 

are not only an attempt by my Government to clarify further its own position on 

production but also a demonstration of the reasonableness and the flexibility 

.with vn~ich we have tried to approach these negotiations. It is my hope that these 

changes will serve to bring us closer to agreement. 

In order to elucidate clearly the new proposal of my Government, I intend to 

discuss in some .detail four principal aspects of the production problem. In each 

cas~ I will set forth the important changes which we are making. Also, I intend to 

mru~e clear the merits my delegation sees in these changes and clarifications which 

could move forward the work of this Committee. 

First, the United States is fully prepared to specify in our ar;reement that 

productio~ of new types of armaments will be entirely prohibited during stage I. 

Various comments ll~ve been made by communist delegations that the United States wn.s 

seeldng to have an arms race in modern weapo~s while destroying obsolete weapons. 

Only last week, the representative of the Soviet Union stated in the plenary me~ting 

of 1 August: 

nit is, of course, no accident that the Uni-t,ed States proposes 

that, in the first stage, States should retain the right to continue 

the production of means of delivering nuclear weapons. This means that 

ever newer types of missiles, ~ircraft and artillery systems would 

continue to come off the production lines of plants, while warships and 

submarines adapted for the delivery of nuclear weapons would be built at 

shipyards. It also means that scientists would be working hard in design 

offices and laboratories engaged in perfecting the means of delivery of 

nuclear weapons. And the newly produced and more advanced means of 

delivery of nuclear weapons would go into the armaments, while worn out 

and obsolete nuclear weapon vehicles would be eliminated and destroyed 

as the 30 per cent reduction quota required. Though on ~he whole the 

quantity of the means of delivery would be somewhat reduced, actu~l~:y,, 

under the guise of disarmament, o. renewal of armaments would take place." 

(ENDC JpV. 64, p. 28) 
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This clarification which the United States is.now submitting demonstrates that the 

above assertl.m.1. of t~1e. SJvio+, representative is completely and totally incorrect. 

Liy second major point is t.hat we propose tha~ the n.greement sheuld specify 

that no production of any. of tl1e agreed types of arma~?nts woulcl_ take place except 

on the basis of replacement·fo~ an armament of the same type. This proposal means 

that for every item produced by a party that party would have to destroy another item 

of the. same type of arm~ment over and ·above those items of the same ty2e which it was 

destroying during the reduction process. In order to ensure that nations could not 

become engaged in an undenirable qualitative arms race 1 it is necessary that types of 

·arincments should be clearly and -narrowly defined. For example, our :I_)roposal would 

· "t:tot permit a Minu·teman missile to ·replace a B-52, since those are clearly different 

·'typcs-·of a::·maments. Also, a·B-52 could no-t. replace l1 B-47~- A B-52 could be produced 

only if another B-52 v;ere turned in for destruction, or proof furnished. of. its J.oss 

through accident. In such a c~se those B-52s turned in for destruction could noi be 

count.ed as armaments destroyed in orde~ to meet treaty cOinmitrnents for the reduction 

of o.rms. Therefore the treaty limit on levels of reto.ined arms vrould at all times be 

observed. 

In stage I there· would be some cases where replacement would be necessary. An 

-- aircraft migh·(; o::-n.sh or h'JC;JmG ·useless. Armaments might be expenied in. tra5.ning. 

Some armaments of a co~~tTy might so deteriorate as to become inoperative. Those 

Wbuld be valid Teasons for roplaceme~~· As I heve indicated, the destruction of 

armaments ·that -v:-ould be required for--any permit~ed pr()duction on the one-for-one 

replacement basis would bnve to be o-;~e.r a::ld above the destruction of armaments 

required in order to redu~e armamE-.nts to agreed le_vels for each s·bep in stage I. 

Mor.eover, the United· s-~,x~e s vri.s1~.es to cmphe<Jize. :that a coun .... (l:t'.Y cannot use provisions 

in a tr·eaty for rep~.£!-cemen-t a·f a,rrr.amen-ts t.') proe\uce replacements e:b an u!llimited

rate. .Any production allowed for replo.cen211.t _::_n stage I would be substantially 

reduced from an agreed production ra-be which had .occurred prior to the entry into 

force of the treaty. Certainly t~.0 amount of any replacement would be defined ar.d 

strictly limited in the trea-~y for each "type of armament that was being recuced. In 

that way it wouid be made clear tha-t no St.ate could use replaceme~t of armanents 

for purposes in violation of the agreement~ 
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There are two other important parts of our proposal on production and its 

limitation in stago I which groatly simplify the carrying out of portions of stage I 

of the treaty with respect to production limitations. J:..s I indicated earlier, the 

United States draft treaty at present stipulates that production during stage I,. 

would be within certain specified categories of armaments. Not only is the limitation 

of 2roduction to replacement by type a principle which is simple ~?'understand and 

uncomplicated by the question of precise definitions of categories, but in addition 

it eliminates the need for insisting on application of the principle of destructive 

capability to categories 1 and 2 of stage I. Each type of_ weapon could only be 

replaced through production by a weapon of the same type. The net reduction in 

numbers should be proportionately reflected in reduction in destructive capability. 

The elimination of the need to define the criterion of .destructive capability would 

also serve to move forward our work, since it would simplify the process of reaching 

agreement. 

Before passing on to the next major point I should like to repeat once again 

that the United States would welcome an early indication on the part of the Soviet 

Union of its intent to enumerate in detail what types of armaments it proposes to 

reduce during stage I of a treaty. Because our two positions do appear to have 

moved closer in this regard, some indication of Soviet intent should have a helpful 

effect on efforts to reach agreement on those specific armaments to be reduced during 

the first stage. 

~he third point I should like to deal with concerns research and development of 

new prototypes. As I have said, we propose that no armaments would pe produced 

except on the basis of a one-for-one replacement of the. same existing type. Thus 

the treaty would ban the production and tbe testing of new prototypes. States would 

be allowed routine testing of existing armaments to test their continuing service

ability but in the case of missiles this would be limited by agreed annual quotas. 

?he fourth and final point I wish to make this morning regarding my delegation 1 s 

proposal deals with the limitations that should be placed on the modernization and 

expansion of production facilities declared upon entry intJ a treaty. It is the 

position of my Government that all parties to a treaty should make declarations 

about their existing armaments production facilities upon entry into force of a 

treaty, and that agreement should be reached that production facilities for 

armaments could not be expanded or modernized during the course of the treaty. In 

placing strict limitations on the allowed production facilities,ecrly in a treaty 
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parties should also be prohibited from building stand-by facilities \lhich could be 

used to the great disadvantage of other parties if the intent at some point in time 

was to abrogate ihe treaty. 

I should raention also that agreed arrangements will have to be negotiated 

concerning the production of s2are parts to replace a ]art of an armament that may 

become no longer useful or serviceable. The objective should be to assure that the 

qualitative race in armaments should not be continued under the cover of ostensible 

replacement of worn out parts. My Government is prepared to discuss that problem 

further in our deliberations here as we reach the point of detailed treaty drafting. 

I think it should be amply clear to representatives that the proposals which I 

have put forth today do indeed make an important and. significant amplification and 

modification to the present United states outline proposal. Furthermore, I am 

confident that nothing in our proposals would in any vr~y upset the principle of 

balance nor erode the assurance that no nation would gain any miiitary advantage 

from their implementation. 

Following is the text of a paper which my delegation is submitting today 

containing modifications of ENDC/30, wh~ch our new P?sition calls for: 

"Stage I, Section A, Armaments 
111. In the second sentence of sub-paragraph la, delete the phrase 

'except as adju-stments for production would be pennitted in Stage I in 

accordance with paragraph 3 below. 1 

"2. R-eplace the present text of paragraph 3, Limitation on Production 

of Armaments and on Related Activities, by the following: 

" 1a. Production of all armaments listed in sub-paragraph b of paragraph 

1 above would be limited to agreed allowances during Stage I and, by the 

beginning of stage II, would be halted except for :;_Jroduction vrithin agreed 

limits of parts for m~intenance of the agreed retained armaments. 

" 1b. The allowances would permit limited production of each type of 

armament listed in sub-?aragraph b of paragraph 1 above. In all instances 

during the process of eliminating production of armaments, any arm~ent 
·,, 

produced within a type woul~ be compensated for by an additional a~mament 

destroyed within that type to the end that the ten por cent reduction in 

numbers in each type in each step, and the resulting thirtJr per cent 

reduction in Stage r, would be achieved. 
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tllc~ The testing a.nd'production of new types of armaments· Trould be 

·prOhibited. 

" 1d. The expansion of facilities for the production of e:~isting types 

of armaments and the construction or equipping of facilities for the pro

duction of new types of· armaments would be prohibited. 

"'e. The flight testing of missiles-would be limited to agreed annual 

quotas. 

n 'f. In accordance with arrangements which would be set forth in the 

-·annex on ·verification, -the international disarmament organization would 

verify the foregoing measures at declared locations and would ~rovide assurance 

that' activities subject to the foregoing·rneasures were not conducted at 

undeclared locations. ·I " 

I would ash: the Secretariat to circulate as .. a Committee document (l) the amended 

language of· document ENDC/30 which I have just· read. 

Lly remarks this morning would not be complete without o. brief discussion of 

the proposals in the Soviet draft treaty relating to halting and limiting production 

of armaments during the three stages. I believe this to be necess·ary and instrilctiv<9 

in order to bring more clearly into focus the similarities a:p.9, differonces between 

the two plans. It would appear that the proposals of the Soviet Union and the 

United states have identical objectives in ridnd but put forth different means_:and 

timing to reach that goal. 

On page 5 of ENDC/2, chapter I, section A, article 5, the Soviet draft treaty 
' . 

proposes that the production of all rocke~s and pilotless aircraft capable of 

delivering a nuclear weapon of any calibre and range and of the materials and 

instruments for ti1cir equipping 1 launching and guidance shall be compl·etely dis

continued. 

Article 6 ·of the same chapter and section, on page 6 1 provides· that the pro

duction of all military aircruft capable of delivering nuclear weapons shall be 

compleiieiy discontinued~ Further, article 7, on p'nge 7 1 requires that the buflding 

of warships capable of being used as vehicles for nuclear weapons, and all ·9ub

marines, shall be completely discontinued. In addition, article 8 of the' same 

chapter and section stipulates that the production of all artillery systems· 

(1) EUDC/30/Add.l 
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cap~ble of serving as a means of delivery for nuclear we~}ons shall be completely 

discontinued. lilld finally, under article 12 oh ~age 10, the Soviet draft provides 

that, ~roportionately to the reduction of armed forces, t~e production of conventional 

armaments and munitions not coming under articles 5-8 dealing with nuclear delivery 

means shall be reduced. 

During stage II of the Soviet treaty, under chapter VI, article 25, page 17, 

it is proposed t~ai, proportionate to the reduction of Grmed forces, tl1e production 

of conventional crmaments and tnunitions shall be reduced. k1d finally, during 

stage III of the Soviet draft treaty, chapter DC, article 32, on pago 21, states 

that military production at fcctories and plants shall be discontinued with the 

exception of -the production of agreed types and quantities of light firearms for the 

maintenance of in·!iernal order end to ·ensure compliance vrith the obligations in regard 

to t:1e maintenance of international peace and securi-cy under the Uni-ted No.tions 

Charter. 

Permit me now to discuss briefly those portions of the Soviet treaty dxaft 

which, ~o my delegation, are vague and ln need of· further clarification. It is true 

that -'vhe Soviet plan calls for the complete elimination of production during stage I 

of o.ll means· of delivering nuclea.r weapons, and for some limitation of the produ.ction 

of conventional armaments. ~e assume production of the latter group of armaments will 

be related to the 30 per cent reduction in these armaments which the Soviet Union 

recently accepted as an amendment to its plan (ENnC/2/Add.l). 

However·, the Soviet proposals with regard to eiJ.:.het- ·nuclear delivery vehicles 

or conventional arm~nents are totally unclear about when it is proposed to begin 

the cessation or limitation of production during stage I. Indeed, it appears that 

1L~der the Soviet proposal it might not be necessary to halt or limit ·the production· 

of major armaments until very late in, or even the end of, stage I. 

l.:iy d~legation submits that the Soviet Union should clarify its position on 

this m.atter, particularly. in the light of its continued insistence that ·the United 

States provosal would permit a significant upgrading of its military capability 

during stage I. ~e know, of course, that that is not the intent of the United States 

Government 1 and novr there should bG no doubt of it in the light of t11e very _clear 

position on stage I production which I have presented today as an amendment to our 

proposed treaty. 
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~'lith respec·h to the Soviet proposal for the limitation of production of 

conventional armaments in stage I 1 my delegation hopes that the procedures the Soviet 

Union intends to recommend for the reductions in production will be spelled out in 

detail for this Conference. The additions and modifications which tae Soviet Union 

submitted to this Conference on 16 July (llinDC/2/Add.l) did not -- I repeat, did not 

clarify its position on production. 

A significant point of difference between the propsals of my Government and 

those of the Soviet Union is the provision for continued production of conventional 

armaments during stage II of this draft treaty, and even possibly until some time 

late during stage III of the Soviet proposal, since it is not clear at what point 

production limitations will be introduced in the Soviet draft treaty and when the 

process will be completed. It is well known that the United States draft outline 

proposal has consistently called for the cessation of the production of all 

armaments in stage II, with the proviso that spare parts production alone be per

mitted for the maintenance and repair of retained armaments. The new proposal put 

forth by the United states would limit the production of major armaments from the 

beginning of stage I and would prohibit any increase in their numbers and destructive 

capability. Hy delegation will look forward to an early explantion by the represen

tative of the Soviet Union in order that this Committee may fully understand the 

Soviet proposals and their rationale. 

~he question of verification of production is also most significant, and I 

intend to discuss that subject with this Committee during forthcoming meetings. 

I hope that this very important amendment to the United states plan will put us 

much further fo~vard in our deliberations on this subject of general and complete 

disarmament. 

Mr. BURHS (Canada): The Canadian delegation wishes first of all to say 

that it welcomes the statement just made by the representative of the United states 

setting forth the modification of the United States outline of basic provisions of 

a treaty (ENDC/30) in relation to production of armaments, as we feel it to.be a 

very useful step forward taken in response to suggestions and criticisms made in 

the earlier part of our proceedings here in Geneva. 

During the last several meetings the Committee has been examining the provisions 

contained in the United States and the Soviet Union draft treaties regarding the 

reduction and eventual elimination of the means of delivery of nuclear weapons. 
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The .. Canadian .. delegation hopes that that examination will continue long enough and 

will be· sufficiently tho:rougilgo·ing and detailed to enable the Committee. to under

stand· the r:e·alities of the. problems. Involved and the measures which are proposed. 

The statements uhi·ch were made by· the representatives of the· Uni.JlieQ. states and the 

United Kingdom at our ·sixty-fourth and sixty-fifth meetings, as well n.s the s·tate

ments ·by the representatives of Pola.nd1 Romania and Italy at the latter m'eeting, 

have shown us some of the real difficulties which have to be solved in this crucial 

area ~f we nre to reach an agreement on general and complete disarmament. I should 

lilre to say that my delegation found the statements which vmre made o.t those 

meetings by the represe.ntatives of &~eden, Ethiopia and Burma very impressive, and 

we shall probably wish to revert to them on another occasion. But I shall not.be 

referring to· them today because. they either dealt in particular with the problem 

of stci~ping nuclear tests or, in more general terms, with the whole of general and 

complete disarmament, and not with ·the specific ques·tion of 1v-hat measures for the 

reduction or elimination of· nuclear weapons vehicles should be ·applied in the' first 

stage of disarmament, which is my subject today • 

.. The representative 'of· 'the Soviet Union, in hfs 'introductory statement at ·our

s~cty-fotirth meeting, gave us little beyond a repetition of the virtues which are 

claimed for the Soviet measures concerning nuclear weapons vehicles. The Canadian 

delegation had ho~ed that he would have set out in concrete and clear terms how those 

measures would be carried out and how they would be verified. But he has not done 

t~1at as yet. His remar~~s at our sixty-fifth meeting ,·{ore mostly ans,vers to v'festern 

questions and criticisms, and I am sorry to say it seemed to us tlLat those answers in 

the mn.in either were perfunctory or consisted in the repetition of tho ·claim: that 

he had previously "proved11 ·that the criticisms were invo.lid. 

During our meetings from March to June, ·western representatives .. have presented 

our arguments that the measures contained in the first stage of tho Soviet draft 

treaty, and in particular those relating to the total elimination of ·nuclear weapon 

vehicles, are unacceptable and impracticable because·thoy offend against the 

principle of balance and present insuperable difficulties of verificat'ion.' I intend 

this morning to repeat some of. the arguments I .have advanced previously because they 

have not been properly answered. 
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But. I propose also to offer a few general comments on the assertions, or 

~ssumptions, whic~ are made in favour of the Soviet position on el~inating nucle~r 

weapon vehicles. It seems tb!lt these fall into three main ~'Toups: tha first, that. 

the Soviet proposal was originally advanced by France, the second, that the Soviet 

proposal will provide a complete assurance against the threat of a nuclear wa.r after 

the first stage; and the third, that there is a difference in essence between the 

Soviet and the United States proposals for eliminating nuclear weapon vehicles. I 

should like.to deal with each of these assertions or assumptions in turn. 

At our sll.--ty-fifth meeting we had a certain amount of discussion about whether 

the Soviet Union proposal for the abolition in the first stage of all means of 

delivery of nuclear weapons corresponded to the originn.l French conception. It 

would seem that the Soviet·Union is endeavouring to mlli:e it appear that it has 

support for its idea from a Western Power w-hich is now {leveloping a nuclear· force. 

1-'le hecrd··the representative of Italy tell "L'.S (ENDC/PV.65, p.27) whc.-t Er~ Moch thought 

about that; · and·. towards the end of the meeting we also had further remar~s .by 

IJr. liloch quoted by Hr. Stelle (ibid., pp.48-49). However, in order that the record 

may bo absolutely clear, the Canadian delegation would lil~e to read into. the record 

some additional reinarks of Hr .. Moch in this respect v;hich have not previously been· 

quoted. 

At the thirty~ninth meeting of the Ten Nation Disarmament Committee on 

15 June 1960 1 1J1r. lJioch said, inter ~~it1..L 

·"To sum up; we believe tha~ elimination of the vehicles for 

strategic nuclear weapons is still controllable, but that, to be 

acceptable to a11; ft must be carried out in a realistic manner - that 

is to say, graduaJ.ly and methodically. 

"Yfe are convinced that a nethodical progression of the kind I have 

just outlined for demo:n.~t.rat:i.on purposes would lGad us to our goal 

faster than the edo:ption of a vagt.re measure which had not been previously 

.J.. a· d · a + · 1 " '-~ -:n.c hv 3a s ... u 1e l.ll 0 val. • '·· _;)) f··· . • .... , p.lO) 

i..t the torty-seventh meeting i1Ir. l:!och on0e more forcibly rejected in the 

follo,nng· terms tho suggestion that the Soviet· proposal reflected a French thesis: 

" ••• among tlw que sti0ns put to me by- I,1r .. Zorin on Friday W!1S one 1 the 

principle of which he repea-ted today, namely, tha.t the Soviet Government 

has adopte-d -the F:::en· .... h thGsi::: cot:'}erning yehicles for nuclear weapons. 
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T~mt is completely incorrect and I wish this denial to appear in the record. 

In the a.nswer I had prepared to the questions put by Br. Zorin. I recalled 

my statements on 22 October 1959 in the United Nation~ Ge11ercl Assembly, on 

1 April 1960 here, and on 15 June 1960 here 1 in which I em::_Jhasized that i·~ 

wcs necessary to proceed methodically and gradually, by successive stages, 

n.nd that elimination of vehicles on those lines "Vrould lead to substantial 

rosu.lts for peace, whereo.s to proclaim that all sue~ devices would bo 

destroyed in twelve to eighteen mont:1.s -- as 1'11r. Zorin said -- without 

having studied the necessary means of inspection and verification, was a 

2ropo.ganda wea:pon and not a serious proposal." (THDCJpV.47, y.22) 

I s:i.1ould like to repeat those last· word.·s of tilr. Moch 1 s: " ••• vras cJ ::>ropagando. 

vreapon and not a serious proposal. n 

I 'trust -that tho two extracts which I have just q_uo-t.ed from Er. I.~och 1 s 

int,erventions in the Ten lJation Committee will set the record qui-te straight on 

tbe exact relationship between the original French concept ru~d the Soviet proposals 

now before us on the subject of nuclear w·eapon. delivery vehicles. 

The second assertion wlrich always accompanies exposition of.the Soviet 

proposal for the complete elioination of delivery vehicles in stage I is that such 

c. measure will rid the world of the threat of a nuclear war.. In theory, perhaps 

it could be conceived as doing that -- but provided two conditions could be 

satisfied previously. The first condition would be that the other provisions in the 

treaty on general and complete disarmament would have to be so dra1·m up as to main

tain the strategic and military balance between the \fest and the East which the 

adoption of the Soviet proposal for the complete elimination of delivery vehicles 

in stage I would seriously upset. 

The present Soviet plan, as \Testern representatives have been pointing out 

since vm began discussing tlll.s matter,· does create a serious imbalcncc in favour 

of the Soviet Union and its allies as against the NATO countries i::1 the first stage. 

At our sixty-third meeting I advanced certain arguments to show why that is so. 

(mJDC/PV.63 1 pp.l4 et seg.). Towards the end of the meeting the representative of 

t~e Soviet Union tried to show (~. pp.42 et seg.) that I had not succeeded in 

proving that there would be such an imba.lance; and n.t thn..t time I sn.id I would 

leave the matter to the judgment of the Committee.. iiowever: I thinli. tnn.t this 

matter is of such central importance among .the measures to be taken in the first 

stage that some further discussion is needed ... 
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In his remarks at the sixty-third meeting I~r. Zorin objected to my calculations 

on the effective armed force which the NATO Powers on tho one hand, end the ~arsaw 

Pact Fowers on the other, could deploy on the decisive front -- that is to say, on 

the line of demarcation from the Baltic to .Austria. He objected to my excluding 

Turkey and Greoce from the total of the N~TO forces vn1ich could exercise any effect 

on that front. But ltlr. Zorin ~ s military advisers know perfectly well that Greek 

and Turkish troops would have to be first moved by sea, and then mal:e a long road 

or rail journey: and long before they had even got pert of the way to the front the 

decisive battle would have been fought and over. 

l~. Zorin also made the point that some forces of the Warsaw Pact Powers would 

have to face those of Greece and Turkey on the Macedonian front, and some to face 

Turkish troops in the Caucasus. That is doubtless so, but even if we allow that 

200 1000 Soviet troops would have to be stationed on those fronts and others, and 

that some of the Bulgarian and Romanian forces would also have to face Turkish and 

Greek troops, ye~~ my basic argument is untouched; and that is that the ·warsaw Pact 

Powers, operating on interior lines, would have the cluss~cal stra~egic advantage 

that such geographical relations confer. And they wou~d have the further advantage 

which I mentioned, .and whiob. Hr. Zorin did not contest, that more than half of the 

~varsa:w· Pact Powers 1 forces would be homogeneous -- the very heavily o.rmed and 

effective front line troops of the Soviet Union. 

On 3 August the representative of Romania said, regarding the ~estern contention 

that the balance would be upset: 

"As regards the level of armed forces, it is impossible; the levels of 

manpower possessed by the Soviet Union and by the United St~tes will be 

equal 11 (ENDC /.PV. 6 5, p • 23) 

But, astonishingly, he ignores the fact that, because of the provisions in the 

first stage of the Soviet Union draft calling for the elimination of all foreign 

bases and the withdrawal of all troops from foreign territo.ry, the forces of the 

United states would be confined to North America. And since the United States would 

have lost its means of operating at a distance -- that is, aircraft and naval forces 

it could not intervene on the European continent. 

The representative of Romania said also: 

r~Jill there be an ~balance from the point of view of armaments? That is 

impossible,since --as we have proved on other occasions-- it is always 

possible io establish a certain proportion of man to weapon to satisfy both 

parties." (J.bid.) 
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I should like to ln1ow when that has been proved by t.he spokesmen of the socialist 

States. There is no such provision in the Soviet Union draft treaty and, with its 

recent modification, it would run that the 30 per cent reduction is to be applied 

in stage I to conventional armaments on both sides, and, as the Soviet Union is 

admi-'jjtedly much more heavily armed in conventional weapons now, the advantage that 

it has will remain. 

Finally, at the same meeting, the representative of Romania said: 

"It has been proved convincingly that imbalance with regard to the 

distance to be covered to the presUmed theatre of operations could 

not exist 1 ••• n (ibid.) 

I should like to e.s!~ Mr. Macove scu when and by whom sucl1. a proof :i.1.as been offered" 

It certainly was not given in the very brief and incomplete statement of the 

representative of Czechoslovakia at our sixty-third meeting (ENDC/PV.63, p.28)~ 

~o sum up, I think it is fair to say that it does not require military 

expertise or second sight in order to see that tho whole cffe.ct of the p,rovisions 

in stage I of t~e Soviet Union draft treaty would be to mru~e it impossible for the 

NATO-Powers to operate as a defensive alliance, while leaving the Soviet Union with 

its great conventional armaments able to operate decisively in :·restern :Europe. 

~he second condition which would have to be met before we could accept the 

Soviet 100 per cent, elimination of nuclear weapons vehicles in stage I as feasible 

is that it should be fully verifiable. The Soviet delegation has ye-t to prove that 

it is. In his statement at a recent meeting Mr. Zorin once again g~ve us .only half 

of the answer when he said: 

"••• As regards verification of the 100 per cent elimination of·the means of 

delivery1 tbo Soviet Union is prepared ~o accept 100 per cent verification 

of the implementation of this measure throughout its territory. All such 

means of delivery will be eliminated before the eyes o£ the international 

inspectors, who will make sure that what is being destroyed is n~?t some~thing 

else, but :Qrecisely tho means of de-livering nuclear w·ea.pons. 11 (EHIJ?/PV • .64, p.24) 

This first half of the answer, so far as it goes, is satisfactory;- 'but Mr. Zorin 

has so far failed to provide us with the other and more important half, namely, 

vrhr..t verification is the Soviet Union ready. to accept.· to provide adequate 

assur~1ce that all-- and I repeat, all-- nuclear weapon·vehicles have in fact 

been destroyed or converted to peaceful purposes? 
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Jhat is the problem that we are concerned with? It is the problem of verifying 

that 100 per ceni of nuclear weapon vehicles have been destroyed in the first·stage 

of disarmament, and I should like the Committee to tu.ke note that this is a. different 

problem of a different order from that of verifying the 100 per cent elimination of 

nucleo.r weapons through three stages. Gradual 1 three-stage elimination, the W"estern 

delegations thiru(, can be verified without encountering the insuperable difficulties 

of verifying which the Soviet Union 100 per cent first-stage proposal would meet; 

and we will be prepared to explain and discuss the' United States pro?osnls, including 

their verification provisions, in as much detail as is necessary. 

Now, with regard to the Soviet proposal. Let us suppose that the specialized 

means of delivery of nuclear weapons have been identified·as long-range bombing 

aircraft, shorter-range aircraft specially adopted for the purpose, and rockets and 

artillery of all kinds down to certain minimum sizes and calibres. The Soviet Union 

proposes that those nuclear weapon vehicles should be assembled ~t various places and 

destroyed, and that international disarmament organization inspectors should watch 

that being done. But the representative of the Soviet Union knows very.well that 

the ~1est is not going to destroy all its nuclear weapon vehicles until it.. has been 

made perfectly certain that the means of delivering nuclear weapons are eliminated 

from Soviet Union territory and the territory of its allies and friends. That 

could mean that before dest!Uction could tru:e place teams of inspectors must go 

everywhere in t~ose territories where they thiru~ that any of those venicles might 

be concealed, and make sure that none are hidden away and that all those declared in 

the inventory and located for destruction are, in fact, the only nuclear weapon 

vehicles existing. 

~'ITw.t would that mean? It would mean that the exact location of all the nuclear 

wea~on vehicles belonging to the Soviet Union would be ?~own to the international 

disarmament organization, and hence to the Western Powers -- and, of courser also to 

those circles the Soviet Union is so fond of telling us about which are itching to 

begin a preventive war. Those villains, the Soviet Union tells us, are just waitj~g 

for that precise information in. order to deliver an unprovoked, aggressive nuclear 

siirilte. 

I would ask VIr •. .Zorin how he proposes to escape from this dilemma. The West 

is not going to destroy all its nuclear weapon vehicles until.it lrnows what items 

the Soviet Union proposes to destroy, where they are, and that there are no others 

anY'rhere else. I have put this question before, and I have received no answer. 
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T&...a-~ lilr. Zorin said, in effect, was "~Tell, that is a ma.-G-~or of detail; we c&n 

sc-~tle all those details after wo have accepted the principle that .. ;re are going to 

do stray all nuclear weapon delivery vehicles in the firs·0 stage. n 

I submit that that is not a good answer; it is not a sufficient answer; and 

unless a real answer is forthcoming the Canad.ian delegation vrill have to conclude 

that the proposal of the Soviet Union to destroy all nuclear weapon vehicles in the 

first stage is not a serious proposal, and that it ~s never been intended to be 

executed. We hope that we shall receive a proper answer from Mr. Zorin and that he 

will not brush this question aside as a matter of little consequence and tell us 

again that whet must be decided are matters of principle, that we must take poliiical 

decisions. The Canadian delegation caiLnot accept that what is vital ·~o the whole 

process of disarmament -- that is, verification that the measures agreed upon are 

carried out -- is to be treated ~s a matter of detail of secondary importance. 

l.Ir. Stelle, of the United states delegation, on 1 .August brought out the prac

tical difficulties of differentiating between different types of arma.ment -- of 

determining, et this point in our discussions, whether certain vehicles now classified 

as conventional might or might not bo used for delivering nuclear weapons 

(El:IDC /i?V. 64, pp. 34 et se g • ) , Hr. Cavallet t i made thO. t point with particular relation 

to artillery, and we lUlow that Chairman IGrrrushchev, in his speech on 10 July to the 

"7lorld Conference on Peace and Disa.rmament, dealt with the question of substitute

moans of delivery to a limited extent; and to the e)ctent that he dealt with·it 

i-'v seems to me that he has gone quite far towards dispelling the myt.h -that tho 

Soviet Union plan, by a.bolisving nuclear weapon vehicles in stage I, .has abolished 

the threat of nuclear wcr. 

l.lr. Khrushchev stated, and l1ir. Zorin repeaiied on l August, thn.t 

"nuclear wocpons can aiso be carried in TU-ll4s, Boeing 70'ls, o.nd. other 

civil aircraft. n (~ /4 7 1 :p .10) 

D~. 1hrushchev conceded that, as a remedy: 

"··• the various countries may for a while keep their means of defence 

anti.;..aircraft artillery, o.nd air defence rockets n.nd fighters.. l!Iodern meo.ns 

of warfare mcke it possible to shoot down any aircrn.ft llying at any 

altitude." (~bid., p.l0-1~) 
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By saying this Htt. Khrushchev admits that after the Soviet Union's proposed stage I 

provision for the 100 per cent elimination of nuclear weapon vehicles vrcs carried 

out there would still be a risk of nuclear bombing. Otherwise, why retain anti

aircraft artillery and so forth? 

I should rem~rk in passing that anti-aircraft systems, in spite of great 

improvements, cannot guarantee that "the bomber will not get through", and the bomber 

that Hr. Khrushchev was talking about in his speech was the converted high

perforraance transport aircraft, or military aircraft originally intended for other 

purposes. Furthermore, Mr. Khrushchev said nothing more about the subject we 

discussed on 3 August (ENDC)PV.65): the dangerous potentialities of the rockets 

which are being retained and manufactured during and after disarmament for the 

harmless -- if rather expensive -- feat of bombarding the moon. They could be 

readily equipped with nuclear warheads and used for threatening people on this earth. 

The representative of the Soviet Union told us that it would be impossible for that 

to be done, as there would be inspectors in the various places where those "peaceful" 

rockets would be lrept. 

I reget to say -- and I have pointed this out before -- that the inspectors of the 

international disarmament organization would not be an infallible guarantee that the 

peace would not be threatened or broken. I have mentioned that in my own experience 

United Nations military observers of the United Nations Truce SUpervisory 

Organization in Palestine were forcibly removed from places where they were supposed 

to be supervising compliance with the terms of the armistice agreement in accordance 

with the directions of the Security Council, which in that matter has been unanimous. 

That was done when it suited the purposes of one of tho parties to have observers out 

of the -wuy so that they should not see actions which rrould contravene the agreement. 

Inspectors of the international disarmament organization, according to the Soviet 

Union plan, would have no means to oblige a host country to let them stay and do 

their duty. They would have no force to protect them. i7e know thct inspectors in 

municipal or national employment can only report on whet they see or otherwise learn. 

:n1en they see something which is being done contrary to the law it is not they -- the 

inspectors who enforce the law but the judges and the police. .And where would be 

tho police to enforce international law at the end of the first stage of disarmament? 

Perhaps one may argue too long on this point; but while alternative or substitute 

moans of deliverL~g nuclear weapons exist we cannot be sure that at some time, 

somehow, in some crisis, those means may not be brought into play. 
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That prings me to the third Soviet assertion, or assumption: that there is a 

difference in essence between the United States and t~e Soviet proposals for the 

elimination of nuclear weapon delivery vehicles. Tho representative of Poland, 

Hr. Lachs, has recently treated us to an interesting discourse on this highly 

philosophical theme. He said on 27 .July: 

H~fuat we need in 1,;his field_, I believe, is a decisive qualitative decision, 

.. r. change which could be arrived at and achieved only oy a 100 per cent 

quanti tativo measure, because the very nature of atomic weepons is such 

that only a 100 per Cdllt reduction in quantity crectcs new quality, creates 

more decisive security for the world, ••• " (ENDCjpV.62, p.23) 

I must confess that I do not understand what that means -- whet is meant by a 

"qualitative decision". Nor can I agree that the Soviet Union pro:posal is a 

qualitative one, whereas tho United States proposal is a quantitative one. The 

argument that while 90 per cent is quantitative 100 per cent is qualitative is 

incomprehensible to me, at any rate~ J+ ~20ms to Me tbct the only differences in 

quality between the two plans are the time in which t~oy \rill be carried out and the 

thoroughness with which they will bo verified. That is tho difference in quality, 

or the qualitative difference. It seems to me that we are merely confusing the issue 

in talking of a qualitative difference, when in fact the difference is one of timing. 

I note that tho representative of the Soviet Union, in his las-t; statement on 

3 August did no-t make use of the expression "qualitative difference"; but he said: 

liFirst, in our statement at -the plenary meeting of the Committee on 

1 August ••• ,.re showed that the difference between our proposals for the 

elimination of all delivery vehicles in the first stage and the {Jnited 

States proposal for a 30 per cent reduction of them in the first stage is 

a profound difference of principle. Our proposals on means of delivery 

prescribed the implementation in stage I of radical measures to eliminate 

the threat of nuclear attacl(, and are consequently aimed at real disarmament 

and the strengthening of peace .. " (ENDC;i>V.65,' p.39) 

Then Nr. Zorin characterized the United States proposals, and again I g_uote from 

his statement: 

n ••• the proposal for a 30 per cent reduction of tbe means of delivery of 

nuclear weapons in stage I, though disguised as a disarmament measure, may 

in fact become an instrument for the military policies of certain aggressive 

circles •. Precisely therein lies.the difference of principle betvreen the 

positions of the Soviet Union and the United States ••• n (ibid.)· 
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Now I should like to quote something which was said by the representative of 

Romania at the seme meeting: 

"The socialist side enjoys an undisputed superiority with regard to the most 

powerful nuclear vehicles -- intercoatinental missiles and global rockets; it 

i~, however, ready to give up that advantage. The "Western Powers consider 

themselves -- and I shall not discuss here whether they are right or wrong 

to be ahead as far cs nuclear weapons are concerned, but they will not renounce 

that superiority. That is a fact and I would asl: the members of this Committee 

to interpret that fact; it is an indisputable reality." (EtJDCJpV .65, p. 23) 

Mr.- Llacovescu calls our attention to tho powerful forces possessed by each side, 

upon which both now rely for their national protection. VIr. Khrushchev has recently 

pointed out that it is those intercontinental ballistic missiles which are the 

principal means of defence of the Soviet Union. If each side is convinced it is 

superior, should an impartial observer not conclude that they are probably about 

equal? Then why should either side not be ready to reduce these weapons gradually, 

if the reduction is to be the same for both sides? 

The only answer given is that, ~f there were such gradual or percentage 

reduction, the "';lest would be able to get information a,bout the location of Soviet 

rockets, which would be detrimental to the security of the Soviet Union. But, of 

course, the Soviet Union would be able to get the same kind of information about the 

Yestorn rockets. So we are then reduced to the argument that the Soviet Union 

would never think of committing an aggressive act, whereas obviously the Vlestern 

Powers are capable of such acts. Such an imputation of superior virtue does not seem 

to be well adapted to move our disarmament negotiations forward. 

In this connexion we have the direct allegation by l1lr. Zorin which I have 

quoted that the proposals put forwnrd in the United states basic outline are really 

designed as a means of waging war. To the Canadian delegation that seems to be 

rather unhelpful talk. Finally, Mr. Zorin said: 

"The future attitude of tho ·r;restern Powers to the elimination of all 

means of delivery of nuclear weapons in stage I will be, as it were, the 

acid test which will show whether the i'lestern Powers really do or do not desire 

to reach agreement on the main disarmament problems." (ibid, p.39) 

That statement sounds to me very much as if it is of tho "take it or leave it" 

order. Either we take the Soviet proposals as they are, or else no agreement is 

possible. I wonder whether that is the real attitude of the Soviet Union. Certainly 
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the Canadian ·ae·le.gri:tion hopes it is not; for, because of the reasons which I hope I 

have once again set forth in this statement, the Soviet Union proposals as they stand 

cannot be accepted by the Western nations here, and we thinl~ they cannot be accepted 

by anyone who wishes to make a fair and reasonable agreomer1t to carry out general 

and complete disarmament. 

However, to look at a more hopeful aspect of our negotiations, in agreeing only 

a fevr days ago (EJ:TDC/PV.65, p.41) to extend the time limit for stage I from twenty

one to twenty-four months i/Ir. Zorin has -- perhaps unwittingly -- recognized that the 

differences between the Soviet Union and the United Sta-tes proposals for the reduction 

and eliminatio~ of nuclear weapon delivery vehicles arc not of essence, or 

"qualitative", but differences of timing. "1"lhat, in effec-~, Mr. Zorin has told us· 

is tlla"ti the Soviet Union is no·w prepared to accept an 87! per cent reduction in 

twenty-one months and a 100 per cent reduction in twenty-four months. 

The Canadian delegation of course welcomes this amall concession on timing by 

the Scviet Union delegation. ·we hope that further consideration of tho problems 

involved, which should be illuminated more fully in our discussions of this vital 

topic during tho next meetings of this Conference, will persuade the Soviet Union 

that the one-st.age, 11 one-shot 11 proposal does not correspond to tho realities of the 

nuclear armaments in the vrorld today and the fears and suspicions, which are also 

real and which prevent drastic solutions. 

If the Soviet Union is persuaded, es a result of the discussions of this subject 

in our Larch-June meetings and the present meetings, that a lengthening of the time 

during whici1 the process of elimination of nuclear wea:pon vehicles ·will be carried 

out and a more ~recise definition of the means of verification are reasonable and 

necessary, then there should be a possibility of eventually reaching agreement on 

this subject, which is pl'O:perly described as crucial to general and complete 

disarmament. The Canadian delegation hopes that will come about. 

Mr. T_.Ail.lillANOV (Bulgaria) (translo:tion from French): At its last few 

meetings the ~ighteen Nation Committee has been studying the central question in the 

first stage of general and co~plete disarmament: the disarmament measures in regard 

to nuclear weapons delivery vehicles, including their production and the appropriate 

con·brol measures, according to the recommendations of the co-Chairmen for the pro

cedure of work on the first stage (ENDC/52, p.2). 
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It I1as been une.nit..1ously 8-greed a.t our C.iscussions tha,t one of the chief ai1~1s 

of general and col.ylete disnrrr:ar:Jent is the rq:id elimination of the threat of a 

nuclear war, wl'lich h.c: •. ,s weighed on all Dankinc1 since the first discovery of nuclear 

and thermonucle2-r -:,rcr,pons. In response to the desire of the peoples of the whole 

world to see t.l.1e c.~anc;er of nucle£:r war dissppeu.r and to s<::..ve hlli.aani ty from its 

horrors, the Soviet Union pro~oseu long ~80 the prohibition rund abolition of nuclear 

weapons at the outset of disarwwJent. 

Powers have rejectec these proycsels. 

On d.ifferent pre-bexts, however, the Western 

In 1960, at -t~1.e Ten Nation Conference on LisaroaGlel'lt at Geneva, the French 

Government and its Tepre sentati ve s put forwarcl and defenG.ed the ide9. that, once the 

vehicles for delivering nucleE~ crms had been destroyec anQ banished frau nation~l 

arsenals, the stoc~~s of nuclear weapons would lose Lll value and effect. That is 

why the French dele[&tion sus6ested allaying snxiety an~ ~istrust by beginning the 

disarmament effort with eli1:1in2~tion of the ::::mst inportr.nt fnctors in a war of total 

destruction -- :nucleLr weapons vehicles. 

J .. t our last r_:eeting, and. agc.in this i'1orning, certain ~'Testern representatives, 

in particular toc[·y the Canadian representstive, havG tried to show -t,ilat the FJ;"ench 

proposal was not relevant. }.'(L. :aurns quo tee~ l:.:r. ;;,loch 1 s proposals of 15 June 1960 

and certain of his s-tv.terJents o..t the forty-seventh 1.1eeting of the Ten Nation 

CorJini ttee (supra, J?:J .16-17). 

To establish what the French idea really was, let me dwell a little on this 

question and quote from a docw:1ent of the French Foreign l~inistry. On 

22 October 1959 -- tl1£;.t is to se__y, right at the beginning -- 1'.1r. ~!loch made a 

speech in the Poli ticc:,l Cm;.L.ni tte e of the United Nations in which he s£-id: 

11 
••• ··~te suggest allc.ying anxiety c-:.nc nistrust by beginning the 

disarmament effort by elir.:.inuting· the ~.1ost dangerous vehicles for 

delivering !.Tiee..."ls of universal destruction11 
• .!/ 

What is novr the r-1eans of m1iversal destruction? 

vie all knov; that; that is wh<:'~t we £,re dis~ussing. 

talk of reduction. I will rer~cL froc it a,gsin:. 

Obviously nuclear weapons. 

In this docm·l1ent there is no 

" ••• by bet5innine the disc::,rr:::!c.ment effort .bY: elinin£..ting the most dangerous 

vehicles for c:elivering LJecns of univ·arscl destruction.·" 

1J Extract fron tl'le Suggestions of the French delegation, 27 October 1959, 
Documents on Disan:tar..wnt, iiiinistry of Foreign AffGirs 1 p. 17. 
Translated froo French. 
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So, according to ·Ur. Moch, we should begin, not continue or conclude, our effort in 

this way. 

Secondly, at the meeting of the Ten Nation Committee on Disarmament held on 

15 Liarch 1960, that is to say, almost at the beginning, Mr. Mach said: 

"¥lhen the vehicles have been ban..TJ.ed and destroyed, the military stocks" 

I believe one representative said during a recent discussion that what we had 

to do here was to establish paiernity (~IDC/PV.65 7 p.5l), I should say that perhaps 

in tho meantime paternity has been contested, for after the Soviet Union had intro

duced in 1960 its proposal for the abolition of nuclear weapon delivery vehicles, 

it took Ivlr. Hoch more than a week (he spo!1:e on 15 June after the Canadian representative, 

whereas the Soviet proposal was distributed on 2 June and presented on 7 June) to 

remember that ~e had not made an original proposal of that kind, or to explain that 

his original proposal had ·l~t been properly understood. But during that week how 

many private discussions were held ~rithi~ N_'\TO'? How :1"lnr'y r:!ifficulties had to be 

overcome so that U.hTO could present a common front at tha Commfttce? On that· 

occasion Mr. Moch was putting forward, not the original French proposal, but the 

NATO proposal arising out of those private discussions. 

I see that tha relevant newspaper cutting has not been handed to me, but I 

remember that this very year, I think about a month aco, General de Gaulle made an 

important speech in which he again declared that nuclear weapons must be eliminated. 

He did not say "totally"; ho simply said "eliminated11 • But elimination means total 

abolition at the beginning of disarmament. Perhaps that is an attempt to re-establish 

the paternity of a proposal which is certainly the source of the Frenc:"l proposal. 

So much for this question, which has been discussed so often in our Committee. 

:ihe importance of nuclear weapon carriers in removal of the threat of nuclea.r war 

has been stressed many times by many reprosenta-liives in tho Eighteen nation Committee. 

I do not wish to refer again -'tio what aTl the various representatives have said, 

particularly ti1o representative of the United States, w!1o in his speech of 24 April 

was very explici<:j on this point (ENDC/PV. 26, pp. 8 et_seCJ._.) 

In view of the present impor-tance of nuclear weepon carriers in w-o.r, of the 

unanimous wish of the peoples of the whole world to see the nuclear threat disappear 

for ever, and of ·bhe Western Powers' refusal to consent to the abolition of nuclear 

weapons in the first stage, the Soviet Union modified i-t.s proposals, It postponed 

the abolition of nuclear weapons, but advanced to the first rank the abolition of 
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nuclear weapon carriers. The leading idea has always been to find practical means 

of eliminating the danger of nuclear vre-r fl,S ecrly as possible. ~o abolish nuclear 

weapon carriers in the first stage, as proposed in the Soviet plan for general and 

complete disarmament, would not only remove the nuclear threat in fact, but also 

seems, in the present stage of nuclear vreapon development, to be the best method of 

doing so. 

Nevertheless, despite the decisive military and universally-recor;nized importance 

no·wadu.;rs of nuclear weapon carriers for the almost total removal of the nuclear 

threat hanging over us all, the ~ffistern representatives object to thvir complete 

abolition during the first stage of gen3ro.l and complete disarmament. ~his is con

trary to all reason and even to their own arglli~ents at recent meetings and during the 

general discussion. 

1 .. close s-'c,udy of the 7estern representatives 1 arcuments against the abolition of 

nuclear weapons cerriers durinc the first stage of general and complete disarmament 

must leave any impartial observer w-ith tho impression that the ~Tes..~.:;ern Powers are in 

fn.c·t opposed to -~he aboliti::m. of nuclear weapons -- I repeat, opposed to the 

abolition of nuclear weapons -- and tryin0 by devious 1vays and arguments to prove 

the neces~ity of retaining nuclear weapons in the world today. In face of the 

irm.:1inent danger of a nuclear catastrophe which might under present conditions over

whe~n mankind by pure chance -- by miscalculation, neglieence or misunderstanding of 

signo.ls --, wh[.l,t is ·l:ihe value of these "arguments" endlessly repeated by the Western 

delecations, and authoritatively refuted by the representatives of t~o socialist 

countries, to sho'1 that the abolition of nuclear weapons would produce imbalance 

between the forces of the two military groups concerned, the Atlantic alliance and 

the \lo.rsaw Pact? 

Despite w-~1at tl~e Canadian reprGsentativo has said. today, it has been shown 

tha-~ any imba.lence resulting from the abolition of nuclear weapon carriers would 

favour the Western Powers and hamper the socialist countries. The :person who said 

this was not a representative or an expeTt from a socialist country, nor someone 

ignorant of the armaments and armed forces of the TTcstern Powers. ~:1e United states 

Secretary of Defense himself, Lir., 11;cNamara, stated this no st pertinently in a speech 

he made on 16 Juno a-t the University of l!lichigan. He said: 

rr In manpo·wer alone NATO has morG men under arms tl1o.n the Soviet Union 

and. its European satellites." 
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LaJ~er he said that the United States had increased its military budge-t for 1962-63 

by ~~ 10 ,ooo million over tho earlier esti~nates. It is all too well known that 

L1r. IJicHamara is no layman in his knowledge of armed forces and armaments, and of 

other matters direc-tly connected with wcr preparations of which I will speak a 

little later on. 

Certain Western delegations have tried. to sidetraclc the Comm.ittee into dis

cussions of technical detail, to introduce technical ~roblems into debate on the 

solution of the political problem of disarmament.. This would merely prolong 

indefinitely a discussion which. has already las·~ed too long. It would. merely confuse 

the disarmament ~roblem with technical arguments and details, whereas the solution 

only calls for clear-cut political decisions. 

In his speech of 1 August, tho United States representative, I:lr. Stelle, made a 

long statement (illTDC/PV.64~ p.34) on the difficulty of distinguishing nuclear from 

conventional weapons. He clo.imed that tho armaments spectrum :!_)resented a twilight 

zone in which it is difficult to toll '~~1 r.~ wAa~ons could be used in a conven~ional 

war and which could be used as nuclear weapon carrierso 

This contention by the United States delegation, with its aim of introducing 

technical details into discussion of the main problems of genercl and complete 

disarmament, has been supported by the presentation o:a 1 Augus~ by tne United 

Kingdom representative, Mr. Godber, of two documents (EI:JDC/53, 54) on the supposed 

difficulty of tho abolition of nuclear weapon vehicles and its procedure. The 

Soviet, Romanian and Polish representatives have disposed of this attempt to divert 

the discussion froB its proper course into teclmical channels. Other arguments 

r~vo been put forward just as artificial as those which the socialist delegations 

have dealt with and refutedc 

All ~he se \le stern arguments have the same purpose : to show that it is 

unnecessary to abolish, o.nd thG.t no attempt should be· madr.3 to abolis:1. nucl.ear 

weapon carriers either in the first stage or at all, and therefore thn.t no attemp~ 

should be made to remove the nuclear threat hanging over the peoples of the whole 

world. 

TTe do not wish to spend time in refuting all over again these arguments which 

members of the Committee have seen to be valueless and which deserve our attention 

only as evidence of the Western Powers' reluctance to consider abolition of the 

nuclear· threat in the first stage of disarmament. ~·1ha+. we wish -to stress, however, 
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is that they all show that tho -:'!estern countries, despite their statements to the 

contrary, neit::.1er wish nor intend to givo u:; nuclear v;onpons. On -t!:le contrary, 

those countries are doinr all t:1ey can to sl10w that nuclear wea-pons should not be 

abolished but should stay i:n the military arsenals of ·bhe Great Powers indefinitely. 

Since ·the discovery of nuclear weapons the Tlestern Powers have always shown a truly 

ine:;:plicable love -- on a hut1ane view wo may even say e morbid love -- for these 

w-ea2ons of mass destruction. &on now t~1e ';"Tostern represente..tivcs ro::.:wat in their 

speeches -the reasons ¥:hy the ~·rostorn Powers could no~ clo without nuclear weapons. 

Further, as the United States draft provides, the ~'{estern Pow~rs are trying not only 

to ?rolong the process of disarmament almost indefinitely but also to arrange to 

kee? nuclear wea?ons for over. 

':l'he assertions of the \'!estern Powers' representatives in this Committee and 

elsewhere that they are just as anxious as any other country to abolish nuclear 

weapons, flagrantly contradict the a~guments which they use here to obstruct an 

agreement on the eo.rliest possible aboliti.0::: of nuclear weapon carriers and to pre

vent nuclear wcaJon carriers and nuclear weapons the~selves from being abolished 

at all. It is therefore not by chance that in the UniteG states draft the \!estern 

Powe::-s 1 instead of ;?reposing the abolition of nuclear ·weapon carriers, propose that 

these dangerous weapons, which in Mr. Dean 1 s o'\m words constitu-te an extremely grave 

throct to our civilization, should be reduced only in J.::.lw same propor·0.ivn as con

ventional weapons~ by 30 per cent of their present level. Our discussions, however, 

have shown that these nuclear weapon carriers, which have radically changed the whole 

ooncept,iun of national power -- Mr. Dean's eJ..~re ssion -- and of war in general, are the 

most dangerous of all. 

The 'Western ?owers put forward a disarmament plan which would caange none of the 

capacity of the ?rincipal nuclear Powers to launch a nuclear war at any moment. But 

the :;_:>eoples of -tho whole world ask and incleecl demand the opposite; and the socialist 

countries are encleavourinc to make this reel tomorrow by J:;Jroposing the abolition of 

nuclear weapon carriers in -0:1e first stage; thoy demand that the ::?ewers should be 

rendered incapable of sto.rtine; a nuclear war. That is the essence of the profound 

differences whicl1 exist between us -- tho socialist countries -- and the Western 

countries. ~rnile maintaining intact the means by which -t,he main nuclear Powers 

could start and wage a nuclear war at any momen·t, t!1o ;'{estern Powers demand the 

ostablishme~t of complete control over armaments in order-- they say.-- to create 

confidence bet·w·een the nations. 
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Only a few days ago the United Kingdom representative Lord Home, the 

Foreign Secretary, expressed his astonishment that the Soviet Union and the other 

socialist countries were not. ready to accept such control. He said: 
11 I find it almost impossible to understand the Soviet view t::.1at 

inspection is too high a price to pay for disarmament. We are ready 

to pay tha·t price. TTe will open our cour..try to any inspection that 

is necessary to give confidence, but I think tha-~ that is true of 

every country in the world excep-~ the Soviet Union end the commULJ.ist 

countries. 3very country in the world, I believe, is willing to be 

open to inspection ••• n {_:ENDC ;Pv. 60, p. 20) 

I have dwelt on this statement of the United Ydngdom representative because the 

~estern Powers are again see!ring to introduce through such statements control over 

all armaments without disarmament, and especially without the abolition of nuclear 

weapon carriers, -w·hich in our view would open the way to the organization of a more 

effec ... c.ive control and crea-te an at.mosphPT."e of confidence. How could effective con

trol be established while a potential aggressor could launch a nuclear attack with 

it,s remaining 70 per cent of nuclear weapon carriers -- a proportion which 7 given 

the present headlong development of nuclear arms technique, could mean at the end 

of the first stage an increese in the nuclear striking power of States? 

I pause here -'r,o say tha-'0 -the proposals presen-ted ... ;joday by the United States 

delegation would do nothing to change the increase in the striking power of States, 

since nuclear weapons are continually being developed and can be transported by the 

same capacity of nuclear weapon carriers~ A smaller volume of nuclear arms of greater 

power could be transpo:r:"ted much more easily with the nuclear-vehicle capacity which 

the different States possess now and would possess at the end of the first stage. 

In these circums-tances control vould be immediately transformed into espionage, 

permitting an ~ggressor to obtain the information he needed to enable him to fulfil 

his aggresGive plans. 

1.:oreover t how can there be any hope of crea-ting coruidence in face of the 

inci-tements u·t,tered in tho ~·restern countries to prepare war against the Soviet 

Union and other socialist countries? It is true that only a few days ago ~tt. Dean 

tried to reassure us by saying that the United &~ates had no aggressive intentions 

and -was opposed to any preventiye attack, I have no need to quote him. Despite 

these statemen-1-,s, however, I!Ir. Dean has not succeeded in refuting the evidence 
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adduced by the Soviet representative that "the United States doctrine of "mass 

reprisals" propounded in 1954 by lAr. John Poster Dulles, then Secretary of state, 

represents the United states J?re sent. policy .. 

In his speech of 25 July l.lr. I:ean himself said ""!illat l!Ir. Salinger, the ~ilhite 

l!ouso spoliesmo.n, had stete<l that the iunerican journalist Alsop 1 s articles must be 

read in their context. According to Liro Dean, Vir. Salinger said: 

11 1 'lhe President 1 s statement represents no change in .lilllerican ::;?Olicy. 1 " 

(ZHDCJpV .61, ~J.l5) 

Since in the pns-~ tl1e traditional American policy has been one of massive reprisals, 

of :preparation for a preventive war 1 it quite obviously does not in any way promote 

among the nations, an atmosphere of confidence and mutual understcnding conducive 

to disarmament and in pcrticulo.r to abolition of the most dangerous '\Y"eapons of 

modern war, nuclear weapon carriers, in the manner laid down in the United states 

plan, to say nothing of the organization of control. 

Eoreover, the most high1_y qur-tl i_fi_ed representatives of the Uni-~od states and 

the spokesmen of United states military circles say quite the contrary to Ur. Dean. 

Since, if American official statements are to bo believed, United states policy is 

nothing but the traditional policy followed in the pas.J,j 1 let us see how this policy 

is interpreted by the organizers of United States military power n~d consequently 

of its nuclear stril·dng force., 

In his boo}: "The Military Doctrine of the United Si:iates", General Snith wrote 

that there is one indisputable fact: when the very existence of n. nation is at 

stal~e in a total war 1 that nation will sui'Vive which is -the first to use the most 

destructive weapon to strH~e a blow at. the heart of the adversary. General Curtis 

Lci.Iay, in an interview- given to the .Daily ?-x:press on 10 l .. :pril 1959, said that the 

fundamental strc.,tegy of the United states is a surprise blow with all available 

means c.nd forces, and the Unitod states must bo the first to strike such a blow. 

~Ie lmovr that "such a blow" would also be a nuclear blovr .. 

l!lr. Dean may tell me that, like Professor Teller, the persons I have just 

quoted do not make United states official 2olicy. But it should not be forgotten 

that Genera.l LeHay was the head of tho Unit od stat.es armed forces. J:..t that time, 

moreover, there was another general who made the official policy of the United 

states: General Eiseru~ower. On 11 March 1951 General Eisenhower stated on this 

very question before the Cornn1ittoe on Foreign Relations and Armed Forces that in 
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his O::..Jinion the atomic bomb would be used on the following basis: would it or would 

it not represent ·an advantage in time of war? If he considered the edvantage to be 

on :1is side, he would use it immediately. It is true that at thc.t time Hr. Eisenhower 

w~s not yet head of the United States Government. But, though it is easy to change 

ono 1 s clothes, and though the transformation of a military man into a statesman is 

possible and even frequent, I do not thinl\. it is quite so easy to change one's ideas 

and opinions. 

I~loreover, it is no secret that the policy enuncic..-'ued by General, later 

President, Eisonho,rer underlay all United States militury thought Ci.uring his adminis

tration. Has this thought changed under the Kennedy administration? No, for 

l1ir. Kennedy has himself spoken of the ntraditional posi-tion" of the Uni-'lied stat·es 

Government. This policy of a preventive nuclear attack on the enemy in c war 

started by conventional means ilas also been stated recently by the ·uniJiied States 

Secretary of Defense, Mr. McNamara, in his speech at t!io University of Michig.o.n 

w:1icl1 we have already mentioned. He said -that the administration woul.d_-con:tinue to 

maintain powerful nuclear forces for the alliance as a vrl~ole. Later he said that 

the President of the United states had declared that it was only with such a force 

th3:t the United Stat,es could be sure of deterring a nuclear attack or an attack with 

superior conventional armaments against its forces anc those of its allies. 

:n~at 'is most disturbing, however, is not so much tho statemonis as the acts 

done and the prepara-tions made in the United states to carry out this ::.?Olicy of 

"massive reprisals 11 and preventive war which is the "traditional policy" of the 

Uni·heC. States. ~le should note that, despite denials, tl:ere is a c;reo;t gulf between 

the position adopted by the United States representative in this Committee and the 

positions and statements of the most eminent representatives of United States policy 

and of the military chiefs. 

In his speecll n.t the University of Michigan Mr. HcNamara, the person best placed 

in the United st~t~s to kllo~ what nuclear· war preparations are being carried out by· 

its ari:led forc.es, made· s~me -'truly disturbing ·statements on this subject. He explained, 

in fact, that the United States had created military forces able and ready to destroy 

the military bases and forces of the enemy. The United states Defense Secretary 

stated that in case of nuclear war resulting from a powerful attack against the 

alliance, the principal military objective should be the destruction of the enemyrs 

milito.ry -forces o.ncl not of his civil population. Lo>ter, speaking of the worthless

ness of an independent national striking force in a country smaller than the United 
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States -- such as France --, I.·lr.. J.icNamf1ra n.gain said that in case of vrar the use of 

such a force agu.ins ... u the tovms of u great nuclear Povrer would amount to suicide, 

while its use against important military vbjectives would have en insignificant 

effect on the outcome of the conflict. 

\1hat can vro deduce from these statements? That the United States is preparing 

its military forces, and especially its nuclear forces, to destroy the military 

povrer and strone points of tho enemy in case of a war waged with conventional arms 

involving the United states 1 allies in Europe. ~:re all lmow that tho re-militarization 

of 1Jestern Germany has been undertaken and directed by IJazi generals those same 

generals who have become specialists in the staging of 11 aggressions 11 to enable them 

to carry out a real aggression against their neighbours on whom they have territorial 

claims resulting from the second ~orld ·war. 17e should not forget that thes~ same 

generals now commanding the Bundeswehr were those who in 1939 faked the "aggre~sion" 

of Poland against Nczi Germany so that they could start the second \1orld War. 

Yn1o.t would happen if a similar self-aggression were faked by the Nazi generals 

now· at the head of the Bunde swehr? The nuclear forces of the Uni ... tied S"'&ate s, ready 

to strike at tho strong points of the Soviet Union end the other socialist countries, 

vrould act at once, if one is to believe the statements of Mr. McHamo.ra. Their object 

would then be to destroy the strongholds and nuclear vehicle bases of the Soviet 

Union. The siting of these strongholds end bases in the Soviet Union would, if the 

United States disarmament plan were acce?ted and applied, be perfectly well known in 

the first stage of the plan to the general staffs of all the countries partici.pating 

in tho treaty on general and complete disarmament. 

It is only too well k..YJ.m~-n that, with the 70 per cent of nuclear weapon carriers 

remaining in national arsenals three years after the beginning of the disarmament 

process, it would be ~erfectly possible and even very eas.y to launch a regular 

nuclear attack against a possible enemy. ~lhat in the opinion of the United States 

milit~ry ~ecialists, would be the role assigned to the civil population. by the 

general staffs if they launched a preventive nuclear attack against a possible 

enemy's military bases and concentration points for nuclear weapon carriers? 

vle get the o~'}>lanation from another United States Illilitary specialist -- a 

great specialist, it seems -- Dr. Kissinger. This man, if I am not mistaken, is now 

one of President I{:ennedy' s military advisers. The civilian population of the country 

suffering-aggression would, according to him, be an instrument of very heavy pressure 
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In an article in the quarterly 

re~iew Foreign Affairs for July 1960, he put this idea -- which he has deve~oped in 

his book Necessity for Ch~ -·- very cle~rly. The first objective of a surprise 
. . 

attack mus-t he says, be to destroy ·C,he .ene~y' s power of retaliation. I-Ie assumes 

that the enemy will retaliate; so it is necessary first to elimina·te the enemy 1 s 

power to do so. 

He goes on to point out that even the most foolish aggressor must kn~w·that an 

attack against cities which did not succeed in destroying the defender t s po~er of 

retaliation would only lead ... c,o a devastating counter-attack. ~7ha·t is more, once 

the enemy's power of retaliation had been destroyed, the aggressor could have a real 

interest ~n sparing the civilian population. For purposes of blaciunail the civilian 

population of an enemy country would be more useful alive than dead. 

It is therefore all too easy to understand that, in view of the capacity to 

strL~e destructive blows like those planned by the military circles of C?~tain 

countries, in particular -- as we have just seen -- the United State.s,. and of, .t~e 

role to be assigned:to the civilian population in that case, there is no question of 

croa·liing confidence "between peoples and nations. This is oven less conceivable when 

we remember thct, vdth the 70 per cent of nuclear weapon carriers which according to 

the American plan the States would ret~in at the end of tne first stage, it would be 

not only possible but indeed comparatively ~asy to stril~e destructive blows against 

an enemy, especially when the distribution of his forces and military bases was 

kno,m. 

\Je have all been convinced by the discussions in this Committee ~hat it is not 

technical difficulties concerning different definitions and tasks which prevent an 

agreemen-t on general and complete disarmament. Ylhat prevents us .from. reaching an 

agreement, and especially an agreement o~ the. abolition of n~clear weapon carriers 

which, ac~ording to the United states representative, is the common aim of the two 

plo.n.s submitted to us -- is the lack of a political decision by the ;"[estern Po-w·ers. 
' . 

.And it is not by chance that the (lestern :Powers refuse to assume the pol:itical . 

responsibility of dec~ding.to abolish nuclear weapons carriers; it is because in 

these countries there are circles which wish to remain able to ~ge a nuc~ear war 

not only till the end of the first stage but also during the second and third stages 

and even afterwards; whereas the socialist countries would lil~e to end all 

possibility of launching a nuclear war even before the end of the first stage. 
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These are the underlying reasons for the opposing view·s on the abolition of 

nuclear weapon vehicles expressed before this Committee. ~lliile the socialist 

countries, which possess nuclear weapon carriers, and the neutral countries, which 

do not possess them, are in favour of eliminating the nuclear threat, the Western 

countries do all in their power to prolong indefinitely the existence of nuclear 

vehicles and thus the danger of an outbreak of nuclear war. It is therefore only 

by completely reviewing their attitude to,vards nuclear weapon vehicles that the 

Western Powers can genuinely contribute to an agreement on this question and on 

general and complete disarmament. 

Tho CHAIRL1AN (United Kingdom): liiy own name is the next on the list of 

spo~ters. I am very conscious that there are five more names after mine, and that 

they include those of the representatives of three of the uncommitted nations. It 

seems to me that my duty as Chairman is to ensure the greatest expression of 

opinion from different sides in any particular day's debate, and as the speech I 

intended to mrurc is a fairly substantial one lasting about forty minutes on the 

question of this a~ticle 5 (b) which we are discussing I have decided to defer it 

until wednesday to give greater opportunity for others of my colleagues to ~eak 

this raorning. 

But I would just make one comment before calling on the next speaker, namely, 

that in the light of the speech to w~ich we have just listened, which contained a 

large number of quotations, I feel bound to give just one quotation from what 

appeared in tho Press over the weekend in a report from Moscow dated 3 August. It 

refers to a speech which Y~. I{nrushchev made, and it reads as follows I only 

ho.ve the Press text, but I should be happy to he.ve the authentic text if our Soviet 

colleague would like to circulate it to us: 
11l:1r. Khrushchev told farmers at his native village of Ko.linovlro. 28 July 

what the Soviet Union finds indispensable: good food, warm and tasteful 

· ol.othing, comfortable and spacious apartments, schools and kindergartens." 

It goes on: 

"~Yes, and to that you have to add something else -- rockets and. 

thermonuclear bombs,' he said, 1then we- could really live well.'" 
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I emphas-ize those words bec?-use they do not seem to. echo precisely what we have 

heard from the re?resentative of the Soviet Union in t~is Conference. I shall be 

happy to know that in fact what he tells us is correct and not this report of what 

il.is l·eader· says. In fact, I see that the Press comment I have goes on to say: 

"The Communist party newspaper P.ravda which printed his sp,eech on its 

front page today, said that at that point the audience broke out in 

applause and t cheerful animation 1 • 11 

·I do .not detect any "cheerful animation" when such thoughts are expressed here, and 

certainly if quotations are to be. given from leaders of countries I think it is 

only right that this very recent one -- a very disturbing one, I thiru~ -- should be 

given -too·. 

I lJ,ave.- no· further comments in my capacity as representative of the United 

Kingdom, ·because, as I say, I wi_sh to get in as many other speakers as possible. 

Mr. IvlBU (Nigeria): Before I make the few remarks which I intended to make 

this .. morning, ~llow me to welcome back most heartily oux colleague ~!lr. Dean from his 

trip to the United States. l.iy delegation particularly vrelco~es his brief but 

encouraging statement on the prospect~ for a nuclear test ban treaty. There can be 

.no contradiction vrhatsoever that if the Dean-Zorin "villa chats" are able to find 

a solution to the pro~lem of the immediate banning of nuclear tests1 the two names 

Dean and Zorin will be inscribed in gold letters in ~he annals of 11uclear test 

history. It is the sincere hope of my delegation that ouT co-Chairmen will live up 

tc .expectations. 

Allow me also to reciprocate the expressions of affection and warm welcome 

extended to me by many distinguished colleagues since I joined this 'committee as 

leader of my delegation. Indeed, I find myself bereft of words to e1~ress 

adequately the friendly atmosphere which characterizes tho work of the Eighteen 

Nation Committee. A friendly atmoshphere at our meetings is indispensable if the 

Committee is to achieve .any material result. 

Disarmament conferences, in so far as recorded European history goes, raise 

about the most intriguing and, seemingly, intractable problems which have always 

confron~ea the cleverest of craftsmen in the arena of world politics. Because of 

the difficult issues of a global n~ture involved in disarmament our eJtercises 

here may be termed an "adventure into the unknovm". Granted that, because our 

adventure is into -!:.he unlmown, we can afford to be evasive when to,c?-.Iing general 
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and complete disarmament issues, what can we adduce as justifying our evasion in 

failing to agree on a nuclear test. b~n treaty? 

The Chinese and here I make no distinction whether they are from Peking or 

Formosa -- have a wise saying: "The journey of a thousand miles begins with one 

step". That saying, though hacl~eyed by tim9 1 is apposite to our problem as it is 

as true today a.s when it was fir:::;t used by the Chinese. Let us toJte a lead from 

that saying by first of all agreeing here and now to ban nuclear tests, and thus 

clear. the way for serious discussion of the co-Chairmen's agreed programme (~~/52). 

I c~ot help feeling that no real progress can be achieved in our work unless 

and until a ban on nuclear tests is secured. Heaven knows, we have enough fish to 

fry alre~dy in trying to secure a ban on nunlear tests. I may sound pessimistic. 

If so, I beg the Committee:s pardon. It is my contention, however, that without a 

test ban agreement safely in our pockets no progress can be made on the first three 

s-tages of our agreed programm9 ~ Wbat.ever i. he distrusts -- and thoy reign supreme 

that exist between the East and the West, let us, on the question of a test ban, 

encourage a little bit of philandering between the tvm. 11ho lmows if such philander

in(; might not result in mar:cinge -- c~.11 i.t a marriage of convenience if you like. 

The truth is, however, that such a marriage of convenience is not barred from 

producing children. The children of the marriage may turn out to be among the world's 

best species. l.ly reasoning may be described as quaint, but it is logical. The 

children of the marri~ge are in fact stages r, II and III of our programme of general 

and complete disarmamentn Let us therefore sink our differences for the moment and 

agree to enter into a test ban treaty, thereby en:::ouraging my me-taphorical marriage 

of convenience, and hope that the issuG of the marriage will be stabes I, II and III 

of our programme. If they are, it becomes criminal folly for the parents to deny the 

right of existence to their children, The stage is set for reaching an agreement on 

a nuclear test ban treaty. We cs.,nnot afford any more equivocation on this most 

important is sue. 

Hr • .Lachs, the ·representative of Poland, ~uoted on Friday wha-t Harold Urey had 

said in 1945: 

"~Atomic bombs do not land in the next block, leaving survivors to thack 

their lucky stars and to hope that the next bomb will also miss them. 1 11 . 

(ENDC /PV. <?.2., p. 34) 
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It is now or nevGr that all n~clear tests should be banned. ~hus we must remind 

ourselves of the celeb~ated Latin maxim Dum viviQus vivamus -- whilst we are still 

alive, l~t us live. 

It was reported yesterday that the Russians had fired a twenty- or.forty

megnton atomic device. It may be that their excuse for the re~~ption of nuclear 

tests is to catc:1 up with tho United States. I remain convinced that neither side 

can catcl1 up -in this perilous game in whicl: they are engaged. · There can. be only 

one meeting place, and that is universal death. The indignntion of the world is 

mounting daily, yet the two great Powers :r;-emain· obdura ... ue in mass producing weo.pons 

of the most diabolical nature which could, whenever unleashed, bring about the end 

of human civili~ation. llliat can anybody hope to gain from such universal catas

trophe?· The answ·er· is .nothing, except that by becoming too clever -- perhaps too 

clever by half -- man will have brought about the end of mankind. Let us once 

again jointly urge the two Powers that the time has come when the arrow must leave 

the bow or the ·cord, too far stretched, will break. 

~u1en I made my intervention in this Committee on 27 July I emphasized that my 

Government was uncompromisingly opposed to all m:~lear weapon tests and had taken 

exceptional measures with regard to the French tests in the Sahara. I added, 

"Ho Power whatsoever has the right to jeopardize the ·lives of present 

and future generation~. My Government is very much concerned about the 

re_ason given by the vaPious nuclear Po-y;ers for conducting these tests 

nnm.e·ly, the alleged ·military gains ·by the _opposing nuclear ?o,rar from its 

test series. That has always given rise to more testing. As it appears 

that from military calculations -- which have not proved to be too 

reliable-- some form of gain-would_inevitably bo supposed to accrue to 

the testing Power, and that the "right" or the tcnclency to tc st would · 

then be asserted by its oppon~nts, that means tl1at this spiralling of 

tests, this mad rush to destruction and this wanton disregard of common 

humanity would continue ad infinitum". {ENDC jpv. 62, pp. 7, C} 

It would therefore be the joy of my Government and the people of Nigeria -

nay, the people of the world -- to sec an agreement concluded by the big Powers 

banning all nuclear tests.. The world still believes in the wisdom of the l~aders 

of the two most powerful Powers, ·and .calls upon them to use their unrivalled 

wisdom and sense of justiceto save mankind from total destruction by banning 

nuclear tests now. 
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TT:i.th the· achievement of a nuclear test ban treaty -- for which .my delegation 

believes a suitable basis for negotiation.ho.s. been provided by the eight-Power· 

mecorandum (ENDC/28), and to the salient features of which it is my hope that the· 

Sub-Committee on nuclear tests will now seriously address itself -- the Committee 

can then continue with its main task of elaborating a treaty on general and complete 

disarmament. 

·Mr. ZORIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translation from Russian): 

I have asked for the floor .in order to reply briefly to certain remarks made today 

by the representatiVGs of the Unit-ed States, Canada, and the United Kingdom. The 

United States representative today informed the Committee that he had had an informal 

discussion with me yesterday, and he pointed out that during that meeting, which he 

described as positive, he informed us of the talks he had had·in ~ashington with his 

Government· and vnth President Kennedy on·the question of the discontinuance of 

nuclear weapon tests. That meeting did in fact take place 1 and yesterday we ascer

tained in a preliminary way some of the views put forward by }fr. Dean in connexion 

wit,h the consultations which he ho.d had in Vashington with his Goverrunent. Today a 

brief communique of the State Department has been published which also speaks of new 

United States proposals on the question of the cessation of tests and they are des

cribed as new and very promising proposals of the United States. 

Tr.aat Mr. Dean told us yesterday gave us a first impression ·thQ.t these new pro

posals of.' the United stateJ/ are by no means very promising, because they do not 

change the fundanental approach and whole position of the United sta~es·on_ the 

question of the cessation of tests and of control ovar their cessation. That is 

what we frankly told Mr. Dean yeste:rday~ 

These proposals are based, not on the suggestions of the oight non-aligned 

States, which, as you know, we described as a possible basis for agreement (ENDC/28), 
bu·t. on the old United States proposals. Of course, we have not yet had time to 

study these proposals _in detail,_~~~~use they we~e mer~ly described to us in general 

outline, and Mr. Dean assured us that we would have an opportunity to acquaint our

selves with them in greater detail within the next few days. We shall certainly do 

so and acquaint ourselves more closely with everything that.may be proposed by the 

United Stntes, and afterwards we shall, of course, discus.s this question in a 

meeting of the three-Power Sub-Committee and then in the plenary Committee. 

!/ EllDC/SC.l/PV •. 23 1 pp.3 et seq. 
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It is precisaly because we are in favour of the complete. cessation of all 

nuclear weapon tests that we are prepared to consider any proposals on ~his question, 

if they are aimed at the· cessation of all tests and provide a basis for agreement in 

this regard. I ar.1 bound to say, however, that what we have learned so far about 

these proposals does not in~ire us with any hope of actual .agreement, since the 

United States continues to insist essentially on its old positi.bns of principle, 

which, as is well ltnown, are not only unacceptable to us but, I think, also to other 

countries which have submitted their compromise proposals. 

At present I will confine myself to these remarks, since the question is not at 

present the subject of our discussions. I thought it necessary, 4owever, to make 

this preliminary comment, because Mr. Dean touched upon this question and informed 

the Committee of our mee·ting of yesterday. 

As regards the question of our tests, to which L1r. Dean also referred, I must 

say that the United states !mew in advance what it was risking by carrying ou-t its 

new series of tests, including tests in outer space. Our position on this question 

was explained in detail in the statement of the Soviet Government which has been 

circulated as a Conference document and with whieh the. members of the Co~ittee are 

acquainted (m~DC/51). Therefore I do not think it necessary to go further into this 

question now. I merely deem it necessary to draw the attention of the United States 

delegation and of the delegations of all members of the Committe~ to this statement 

of our Government which fully explains our. position in. this matter. In this state

ment· the Soviet Government reiterates that ·it ·is in favour of the immediate conclusion 

of an agreement to put an end to all nuclear weapon tests and it reaffirms that the 

proposals of the eight non-aligned States of 16 April 1962 c.ould serve as the basis 

for such an agreement. 

l;.iy second remark concerns certain new proposals, or rather clarifications, 

which have been put ·forward today by Mr. Dean on cessation of production of 

crma~ents.!/ I must say, however, that these new proposals and amendments are perhaps 

of some importance for solution of the problem of production of conventional 

armaments, since both under the United states plan and under the Soviet plan, as we 

all know, the production of these armaments in stage I is not to cease but to be 

reduced. In this connexion we shall, of course, study the amendments proposed by 

Mr. Dean. 

!/ EHDC /30 I Add .1 
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All these amendments, however, do not change the main point, namely the refusal 

of the United States to cease altogether the production of the means of delivery 

of nuclear weapons and to eliminate existing means of-delivery. In this regard the 

amendments do not change anything and we can only regret that this is so. The amend

ments proposed today by Mr. Dean merely define more precisely how the production of 

the means of delivery will continue, whereas in our 9.inion it is necessary both to 

cecse this production and to eliminate the delivery -~cles themselves in the first 

stage of disarmament. 

I should like to make a third remark in connexion with the rather detailed 

statement made by I,~. Burns. I shall not deal with all the questions he touched on. 

I shall de~l only vnth what ho said concerning an imbalance as between the forces of the 

t1ro bloos ( sup:re_, ?:!? .17 et se.s..) 1 about which we have a~"eady haC. sor.1e talk here in the 

pest and in regard to which ~x. Burns put forward some detailed arguments at one of 

our previous meetings, to which we gave a detailed reply. 

As regards the statement made by biT. Burns today, I can describe it -- if he 

will allow me to do so, since he is a general -- in purely military terms, as a 

rearguard action by General Burns on the question of imbalance. .Not all the 

arguments put forward by General Burns in the past were not repeated today; he merely 

put forward a fow arguments in reply to our detailed remarks concerning a number of 

facts which he had adduced as proof that there would be an imbalance in favour of the 

armed forces of the 11arsa'\V Pact. This morning Mr. Burns touched on that aspect of 

the problem which relates to the armed forces of Turkey and Greece. Incidentally, I 

am bound to point out that he made no mention at all today of the United Kingdom 

forces. That is remarkable since after our reply General Burns apparently had no 

rearguard conunents to make on this question • 

.As for the armed forces of Greece and Turkey, I must .. say that the remarks we 

have heard do not add any weight at all to the arguments put forward earlier by 

Mr. Burns and to which we have already replied. Mr. Burns sai4 this morning .that 

in order to be included in the common front of the Western Powers the armed forces 

of Greece and Turkey would have to be moved by sea or by air. But he immedi~tely 

observed that it was true that the Turkish forces in the Caucasus and the Greek 

forces in Macedonia were a real fact which must be taken into account. Nevertheless, 

for some reason, he discounted them and said that this had no bearing on the question 

of t:::c trn.nsport of troops. 
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11ell1 if i:t has a bearing on the difficulty of transporting ~7est~rn,._;troops, it 

also has ~ bearing on the question of transporting Soviet troops: that is, neither 

will it be possible to transport to th~ western fran~ the Soviet troops on the 

southern sector, so to speak, of our front. How in that case can you discount the 

Turkish· troops? You should then discount that part of the troops of the Soviet 

Union which will remain facing these Turkish forces. There is no other way of 

looking at the matter. Or do you want us to transfer our forces from the Caucasus 

and denude t.he wbole sector of the southern front while Turkish forces continue. to 

face these southern sectors of our front? A£ter ell, thoy are not a mere trifle; 

.they number 500,000 men and against these 500 1000 men we must have. at le.ast some sort 

of shield. 

Hr. Burns then went on to refer to the extra 200,000 so-called Soviet troops which; 

according to the calculations of the British ·Institute of Strategic Studies, the 

Soviet blo·c vmuld have as compared to the troops of the ~'Testern bloc. I am bound 

to say that this too is a very strange calculation. ~TI1y do you count only 200,000 

men facing 500 1 000 Turkish troops? Is it likely that we w?ul~ k~cp only .200 1000 men 

facing 500,000 troops of Turkey, a member of NATO? . There is somethine not quite 

clear in your calculation. Even elementary calculations show that a greater number 

of troops would obviously be reqtiire.d. Considering that Turkey is ·u. member of NAtO t . .. 

I am bound to say that we cannot at all regard it as the guardian angel of our 

souJlihern boundaries; I am sorry, but· we sililply cannot regard it ·as such. Therefore 

your calculations do not help us. at :all. 

You also said that in Macedonia the Greek forces ~~d also some of .the Turkish 

forces, since Turkey has a common "bdrder with Bulgaria, c~n have no siguific~wv 

for the ·Soviet forces. But may I ask why you ref.er ,.·only to Soviet forces? After 

all, we were calculating ;the general balance of £o~ces. Bulgaria is an ally of the 

Soviet Union and a member·· -of :the Warsaw :P~ct. Gree.ce and Turkey are members of the 

opposite NATO bloc. If you keep troops facing Bulgaria, it means ~hat Bulgaria 

cannot participate in other operations of the Warsaw Pact countries. It must keep 

its troops facing .-these forces. That ·is true, is it not? If one spe.aks of the 

general balance. of forces .should these. be taken into account or not? I completely 

fail to unders-tand your _arguments. ':C~1cy in no Yvo.y support the 'analysis which you 

ho.ve given in the. past, an analysis which, as we have proved, I thinl": quite 

convincingly, lacl.:s validity. 
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At any rate, in the calculation of forces which yo~ have made so .far the 

balance is not in our favour. The fact that today you omitted the Un~ted Kingdom 

from your analysis is,. I may say, praiseworthy. Apparently you have reached the 

sensible·conclusion that this argument can no longer be put forv;ard. 

1Iy second remark in connexion with the statement made by M~. Burns concerns· 

his comments on control. I must point out that there even emerged some new aspects 

which do not seem to have been put forward before by I1lr. Burns, as far as I can 

recall, although other representatives of the ~estern Powers have done so. I shall 

now read out from the text which Mr. Burns so kindly circulated amonr; us on the 

question of control, in particular on the control of nuclear weapon delivery vehicles, 

the following statement: 

"But the representat~ve of the Soviet Union knows very well that the Vlest 

is not going to destroy all its nuclear weapon vehicles until it has been 

made perfectly certain that the means of deliver~g nuclear weapons are 

eliminated from Soviet Union territo~ and the territory of its allies and 

friends." (Supra, p. 20) 

1fuat does that mean? It means that first you will 'vait for us to eliminate 

completely all nuclear weapon delivery vehicles and only then will you begin to 

eliminate your delivery vehicles. Well, you know, with an approach like that, we 

shall be unable to begin any disarmament .at all. Just whom do you take us for? Do 

you think that we shall be so blind, so carried away by the idea of general and 

complete disarmament, that we shall go so far as to eliminate all delivery.vehicles 

simply to assure. you that we have destroyed everything, after which you will deign 

merely to begin eliminating your own delivery vehicles? 

Is such an approach possible? Is it a reasonable approach? 

unreason~ble approach. Nobody would accept any such proposition, 

I think it is a.n 

and I think that 

all sensible persons who are present here will understand that no country will agree 

to such conditions of yours. Further, you said today, and I quote from the text 

which you circulated: 

nThat could mean that before destruction could take place, teams of 

insp-ectors mus-:li go everywhere in those territories \Vhere they t:1ink that 

any of these vehicles might be concealed, and make sure that none are 

hidden away, and that all those declared in the inventory and located for 

destruction are, in fact, the only nuclear weapons vehicles e:cisting." 

(ibid .• } 
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";'Jhat does that mean? You want to send international insp~c:ho_rs. Trl~? _-would havo 

access to any place in our territory, ev-en before the d:estlucti.QJ.1. of armaments .ta.kes 

place. ~7hat does that mean? It implies control before disarmament. Is that not 

quite obvious? You want first to acquaint yourselves ·w·ith all the places where 

delivery vehicles are locn.ted and then you might decide the.t it ·was not worthwhile 

de straying them. You would simply depart and your allies would stih:e a nuclear 

blow a ... u these delivery vehicles._ Tha·l:, is all.. But can control questions be 

approached in this way? It is perfectly clear that this is control before 

disarmrunent. 

Therefore, Llr. Burns 1 if you are going to tcke tho:~ path, then i~t will mean 

in the first place that you are demanding the destruction of all our delivery 

vehicles before you start eliminating yours, and, secondly, even before destruction 

ta.kes place, you want ·i:,o selld inspectors everyw:here to check whether any delivery 

vehicles are hidden a-~roy in any place. Bu-t in t,hat cc.se ""~;re have no possible basis for 

any agreement whatsoever on questions of control c That is quite clen.r. If that is 

your attitude n.nd the attitude of all the ~Testern Po,•rers, then we are ta-lking in 

vain,. Can any agreement be reached on such .o, basis? I -'Ghink that, ,.ri ... uh a::!.l their 

goodwill, sensible people would find it impossible to rcn.ch agreement on such a 

basis. 

~herer'ore, since you asked me today how I proposed to answer you:r arguments, I 
. ' . 

am giving you my answer -- this approach is utterly unreas~nable; it is an approac~ 

wl1.ich has already been condemned by ali who ha ... re s}>oken, E:ven ;in this Cormnittee ~ 

There must be no control before disarmamentc You cannot demand that one side destroy 

its weapons before the opposite side has even started ·t.o eliminate its own. How 

can we conduct reasonable negotiations with sunh an app~oach? \k have ~lways 

rcgarcted your statements as the statements of a .man .who takes a sober vie•·r of all 
' ' . . ~ : 

events and measures, bnt today you adopted u. positi,~n which i,s obviously. ~t v:1riance 

with tho most elementary coii'..mon-sense approach.. Of cou:r:se_ my ansvrer is therefo:t"e 

negn:~ive to both these questions. \le cannot approaoh the J:·r.ob::.e:m. in such a way. I 

am sure we are not alone in this; no coun-t;ry a"Jout to start. _disaJ;mament could 

o.pproo.ch the ·que s-bion in the way you suggo st .• 

lTovv I have a few words to say abou-t. Mr. Godber 1 s refer~nce._. (&rpr~ pp.36-37) 

to Lir .. :Khrushchev's statement. The part quoted by l!lr. Godber is merely one of the 

sent.ence s in the ~::t.atement, but rdr. Illirusilchev dealt more fully with -the whole 
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question of co-existence with the capitalist states o.nd reaffirmed tho;t we stand for 

the principle of co-existence in deeds and that we have .no intention of changing the 

position as between the two systems by any military means (ENDC/47, p.l6). This 

was confirmed by :ur. Khrushchev and proves once more our fundamental peace-loving 

at·t;i tude in this matter. I do not wish to go into the st~tement as a whole, because as 

a mat·ter of fact it dealt with entirely different questions. 

But what Itlr. Godber quoted from newspapers is a natural reaction to the stubborn 

unwillingness of tho Vestern Powers to reach an agreement on general and complete 

disarmament. If the ~'lest does not follow the path of disarmament but threatens us 

with a preventive ~var, we must, of course, have not only the means to feed and 

house our population but also, unfortunately, powerful weapons. ~Te are compelled to· 

have them. Without them we cannot ensure the peaceful· development of our everyday 

lifo and the building up of communism, which the Soviet Union has se·t about and for 

which the programme has been laid down in detail in the resolutions of the Twenty

second Congress of our Party. ·we are compelled to take into account with whom we 

are co-existing and what our opposite numbers are preparing for us if we are disarmed. 

1·'le are compelled to take this into account, and we are compelled to have powerful 

armaments. 

I think that that is o. perfectly legitimate requirement for any government 

conc~rned with the interests of its people and the building up of its society. There 

is nothing odious in that, it seems to me. Therefore I think that Hr. Godber 1s remo.rks 

provide no cause for any alarm such as he tried to create in connex.ion with the single 

sentence which he quoted from 1,tt. Khrushchev's statement. On the contrary, we stress 

that although we have these powerful armaments -- rockets and nuclear bombs we 

nevertheless propose to the 'West that these powerful weapons should be eliminated in 

tho yery first stage of disarmament. \Te genuinely propose this. This is not just 

words; this is our document which is now being discussed in the Committee. Accept 

this proposal and we shall begin to destroy these powerful weapons at the same time 

as you do. Only not in such a way that we would start destroying them and you would 

take a look, as I.Ir. Burns suggests. No, let us together and simultaneously destroy 

all means of delivery of nuclear weapons. ~k are prepared to do this, although we 

now have -these powerful weapons and have superiority in them. 
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~lo suggest destroying them; but it is you who do not want t:1aJ0. ('lhy then are 

you trying to frighten the peoples by pointing out that I:.a-. Khrushchev said he had 

nuclear weapons and powerful rockets? Certainly he has them. But we suggest des

troying them in the first stage and you do not want to do that. You 'rant to intro

duce gradually, over the course of a decade, what you call a progressive reduction, 

and moreover you le~ve completely vague the end of this process of reduction -

complete elimination. This is an indi~utable fact: you do not want to include in 

a draft treaty the prohibition of nuclear weapons, and you leave obscure the question 

of what armaments will be at the disposal of troops or international armed forces. 

In your proposals no definite time limit is laid do'vn for the elimination of 

the moans of delivery of nuclear weapons or of the nuclear weapons themselves. This 

too is an incontrovertible fact against which you can find nothing to say. It 

emerges clearly from your documents. We, however, suggest the complete elimination 

of the means of delivery of nuclear weapons in the very first stage, that is to say, 

precisely wh~t liir. KhrushcheV- mentioned in his statement o.t Ko.linovka. Tie have 

these powerful nucle~r weapons, but we suggest eliminating their means of delivery 

within the space of two years • 

. I now come to my last comment, which is in connexion with France's paternity, 

so to speak, of the proposal to eliminate all means of delivering nuclear weapons. 

'l'his m~tter wns dealt with at length during our last meeting, and -various statements 

by I.lr. lloch were quoted. Again today Mr. Burns put forward some quotations from 

l:ir. lloch 1 s statements (supra_, :p::;>.l6-17) 1 a:.1.d. he vras <:uo-'.Ji:lg frow C...oc-u.:J.ents which are 

not really a legitimate ?art of the records, because they concern a meeting of only 

five countries out of the ten -- that is half the Ten Hation Committee on 
; ... 

27 June 1960. 

As we were informed some time ago by the Secretariat of the United Nations, 

this portion of the record is not regarded as a legitimate part of the proceedings, 

but n. day or tVTo after the Committee of Ten had finished their work it was published 

on tho initiative, so to speak, of the ~'!estern Powers who 'vere present at that 

mee~ing and insisted that the record should be published. I do not !mow in what 

form this and other records finally appeared in New York -- we ought by the way to 

ask the Secretariat about that -- but we were informed at the time that no final 

records would be published. I cannot venture to say vrl1ether it was actually 

published in New· York or not. Anyway, the quotation put forward by l:lr. Burns is 
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not'- from the records of an official mee-'uing of the Ten-Nation Committee; it was a 

statement made by 1.1r" l:Ioch afteZ' the end of the official session of the Ten-Nation 

Committee.· However, that is of secondary impo:..··tance, because Mr. I.loch could have 

said that anyw·here: he could hc::ve seid :.t·t, at his Press conference or anywhere else. 

I w·ant to dra'v you:r. ettention, however, to two points. First, what 

111r·; ·Tarabanov quoted in his state:x.en~ tod~.;r (.~2).?;2.?;:,1 rP. 26-27) conf'irw.s ~::;~at Mr. l.toch, 

too, at one time held t~o view t,~~t the elimination of the means of delivery of 

nuclear weapons was necensary. 

Secondly, why should we quo-te Mr .. lJloch? Mr. Mach does not now represent the 

Government of France. Let uz ratner co~~e·r"2 m~:r.celves with the real head of the 

French Government, Gene~al de G~ulle. He in the ~=esident of France and is respon

sible for the wbole policy of F~~nce; h9 e:~resses the intentions of France. Let 

us then read what Gene::-al de G~.1_!l]_o .. wrote to lvh:. Khrushchev in answer to his message 

of 10 February 1962 -- that is; this year, ju~~t before the con~enfug ·=~f the Eighteen

Nation Committee. Gene"~'al d3 G:tulle iv:r'')te as follows: 

"France has unceasL1gly ad.v~~a.tod th.:::.t the destruction, the banning and 

the control should first be applierl 1:io the means of delivery of nuclear 

weapons-- lcunchlng pads, plc..:1es 7 subr;:J.c.a ... i.nes, etc." 

lie therefore said that ·w-e should sta::.~t vri<:,h ·C.hat., It seems to me that this is 

qui-'c,e unambiguous for anyone ~rho is not ~; J.li ter-:-/~e and can read the text. And after 

that General de Gaulle ·wrote : 

"Indeed it still a:rpears possible totiay to detect these means; furthermore 

to abolish" -- n'J.t -to cut down., but. JtjQ abolish. ----·"these means would 

undoubtedly mer..n ·elir!dnating e.L"'iost completely the nuclear danger itself".!/ 

ilho, then, is the fa·t.her o:Z the p:ropo:>o-1 to destroy nuclear delivery vehicles? 

I thi~~ that any court that had to decide the questjon of paternity would say 

General do Gaulle.. He is the fc.ther of this proposal. 17e do not claim to be the 

father; that is \Thy we said we accep+.ed the proposal made by General de Gaulle to 

·rllr. ::hrushche-..,r durinP, the latter's ntay in France in 1960. We have_ ~iV:ell: that 

proposal concrete form in otir.propos!1ls 1 in our draft treaty on general and complete 

disarmatnent. You will say that France is not we ·who are meeting here. That is a 

different matter. France is absent, its seat is empty. But th~ paternity of this 

propo.sal is perfe.ctly obviou::, n.s may be seen from General de Gaulle 1 s statement. 

y Lo Mo~{!;~ 21 February 1962 1 p .. 6 1 col.6 •. 
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Gonc~al de Gaulle advocatod and w-as still advocating in February 1962 that a start 

shoufd be inad.e with the destruction 1 prohibition and control of the means of 

launching nuclear weapons -- that is where a start should be made. If' you. have not 

got the document concerning this, I can·give you a co2y of his letter and you can 

e;~amine it carefully. The fact is that France advocated and still advocates the 

destruction 1 prohibition and control ·of the ··means of delivery of nuclear weapons 

and suggests that that should be the beginning 7 but other ~7estern Pow·ers which are 

present here are against it. 

~hose are my answers to the questions that-have been raised today. 

The CI-IAIPJ;.I.AN {United Kingdom): Hay I just say one word in reply to what 

the Soviet representative has said with regard to my previous comm~nts? A famous 

Englisbman once said that a political leader needs an able man to '~ite his speeches 

for him 1 and a still abler man to explain them away. 

Reverting to my position as Chairman, there are still three more names· on my 

list of speakers, and I would hope WG might get in at least one more spe.ech. I ask 

the representative of Brazil if he would now like to address us. 

:Mr. CASTRO (Brazil) : My interven-tion· will be very brief. Ey delegation 

wis~es to address an earnest appeal to the representative of the ·nuclear Powers for 

renewed and ·strenuous efforts to come to an ~grcement on a test ban. . ~hey should 

approach· that tn.sl~ in a spir"i-t of compromise; ·mutual· concessions and· constructive 

realism. · We vie,·; this probl"<3m as by far the most urgont on ·our agenda and, as we 

have s·aid, we are prepared to give it first and absolute priority. 

The announcement of the first explosion in the new Soviet nuclear test series, 

vrl~ich we deeply regret and deplore, makes it all the more urgent for us ·to make 

progress i:i:l this matter.· ~'le agree one hundred per cent vrith the points of· vie1v 

expressed by the repr-esentative of Burma at our last meeting (ENDC/?V.65, p-.14) 

and· tho ·r-epresentative of Nigeria today (Eu~Jra, :rp.3'{ e-J~ .. ) -tn ~~.:e effect that we will 

not he able to malte ·progress in the general field of disarmament until we ag·ree on 

a·--test bdn. ·This shooting "cannot go on for ever. Let us agree on a cea·se fire. 

That rs what it really amounts to a cease fire -- for how can 17e build peace on 

tho moving sands of tests, amid all this actual shooting going on on both sides?· 
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It is not our intention to pin down or single out responsibilities. If the three 

Powers do not come to an agreement at the earliest, all. of them 'Till be guilty --

or, rather, all of us, for all eighteen of us have some responsibility in this matter. 

~e thus express the hope that, in spite of the present difficulties, the 

informal negotiations now taking place, among the nuclear Powers -- negotiations 

which were referred to by Mr. Dean (Supra, p. 5 ) and 1~1r. Zorin (Supra, p~40 ) 

will move us closer to the cease fire, for I do not thuu~ it possible for world 

public opinion to take our efforts on the drafting of articles of an eventual 

treaty for general and complete disarmament s~riously if we cannot even agree on the 

more direct, clear-cut and extremely urgent issue of a cease fire. 

The CHAIRMAN (United Kingdom): 

The next is the representative of India. 

the Conference now? 

I have still -two more speakers on my list. 

May I ask him if he would lilte to address 

~tt. LALL (India): ·I will defer most of my statement to another day, but 

I should like to have _:your permission, Mr. Chairman, to say two or three words 

simply on the matt~r of tests. 

I should like to endorse all that has been said today by the representatives of 

Nigeria. and arazil. 11e.are deeply concerned about the situation that exists, and is 

developing, in the matter of nuclear tests. l'le do not vrish. to attacl1 blame 1 as the 

representative of Brazil has said, but we feel it our duty to say that it seems to 

us that unless the nuclear Powers can reach agreement on stopping tests now the 

armaments race will reach a new pitch of acceleration. ~e have recently read of 

activities connected with germ warfare; we have recently read of activities 

relating to. the launching of other vessels on the high seas carrying new types of 

missiles and rockets; and it is obvious that if we cannot secure the cessation of 

nuclear tests today the acceleration o.f the armrunents race is going to assume pro

portions which will defeat all human calculation, and that will be a situation which 

will make a change to a peaceful world extremely difficult -- in fact, perhaps, 

illusory. 

It is a matter of such deep concern that words are not able to match this 

concern which we feel. ~'le also are responsible, as the representative of Brazil 

has said, and we also are potential sufferers, potential victims, unless this race 

is brought to o.n end.. ~re must appeal fervently, urgently and earnestly to lllr. Zorin 
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and l!lr. Dean to reach agreement. It will not help them o_t us, or the world, if 

after their talks they are reduced to telling us the reasons why they could not 

agree. Agreement is essential, and it should be clear to them-- and they-are both 

far-sighted, reasonable men -- that the absence of an agreement now 'rill lead to a 

si-~untion which ~·;ill augment enormo_usly the difficulties that we face in this 

Committee in achieving our goal-··of : .. tt; :p-;~ceful world •. 

The CI~!RliaN (United Kingdom): I still have on.my list t~e representative 

of Czechoslovalda. Does he wish to add anything at this stage? 

Mr.· HAJEK (Czechoslovakia.)~: ·.In :view of tho late hour I would ask to be put 

on the list for· our next meeting. 

The CHAffirflAN (United ICingdom): .. I am sure we are -all grateful for that 

decision. I have a request from the representative of the Uhited States to be 

allowed to make a very short intervention in exercise of the right to reply. I 

therefore call on the representative of the United Stat~-s •. 

~~. DEA}l (United states of America): I have listened with tbe greatest 

of interest to the statements mf;l.de~;.t:h-:fs.·,.morning by the- representatives of Nigeria, 

Brazil and India. When ~tt. Zorin was speaking about our talks of yesterday after

noon he said -- t~is vms probably a question of the interpretation -- that I had 

said that they were positive. \fuat I actually said ·w-as that they were helpful. I 

did not mean to indicate that we had agreed upon anything. I wish we had, but I 

did not mean to indicate that. Mr. Zorin was most kind to see me on a SUnday 

afternoon, for vrl~ich I am very grateful. ~le did have what to me at least vms a 

most useful tali~, and we plan to see each other again today. I went to assure 

all representatives here that we are deeply conscious of the responsibilities that 

lie U:>on us, and that we will do everything within our power to bring about 

agreement. 

As I have sa,id before 1 w·o find the eight nation memorandum (3NDC/28) o. most 

useful and constructive document. We have found it most helpful in our work. But 

I nm very sure that what the members of the Conference want is to have ~a. Zorin 
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and myself reach an agreement that will be constructive and useful, and I am ·sure 

that none of our colleagues will be too critical of us if we do not reach agreement 

within the precise details of the eight nation memorandum. We shall do our level 

best, however, to reach an agreement and we shall keep the Committee fully advised 

of our conversntions. 

The Conference decided to issue the following communique: 

"The Conference of the Eighteen Nation-Committee on Diso.rmament_today 

~eld its sixty-sixth plenary meeting at the Palais des Nations, Geneva, 

under the Chairmanship of lilr. Godber, representative of the Uni tod Kingdom. 

"Statements were made by the representatives of the Uni-ted States, 

Canada, Bulgaria, the United Kingdom, Nigeria, the Soviet Union, Brazil 

and Indio.. 

"The Unite~ States delegation tabled amendment#to the United States 

Outline of Basic :Provisions of a Treaty on General n.nd Complete Di·sarmament 

in o.. :Peo.ceful 1'lo_rld, r·e.lating to the production of armaments in stage I. 

"The next J;>lenary meeting of ·the Conference will be held on 1'/ednesday, 

8 August 1962, at 10 a.m." 

The meet.ing rose at 1.20 p.m. 

!I EliDC /30 I Add.l 




